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President’s Message
By Dave Trahan
Deerfield, New Hampshire

NANCY ANISFIELD © 2022

Remembering
Jim Applegate

I

am saddened to say that we lost Jim Applegate last
month. Although I’m sure many of you didn’t know
Jim, his influence is felt on a daily basis by all of us.
Jim’s member number was 00006, and over the course
of his time with NAVHDA he held a number of important positions on the EC, always leaving his mark with
his ever-present forward-thinking approach to our
organization. For example, Jim is responsible for the
establishment and development of our searchable testing and registry databases, and, together with his wife
Bobby, Jim developed the NAVHDA International office in the early years. Marilyn Vetter and Bob Hauser
have written a beautiful tribute to Jim this month, and
many others have contributed their memories. RIP Jim.
As most of you know, this is an election year for
NAVHDA officers. Each of the candidates for elected
office have prepared statements describing themselves
and their goals, so please read each of them carefully.
Elections will be held electronically for the first time,
and will begin on October 15th.

It’s that time of year again when we get ready for
the Invitational. This year’s Invitational will be held
for the first time in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and
there are 125 dogs registered. Holding an Invitational in a new location is always more challenging than
known locations, and there has been an extraordinary effort to put this together. I wish to thank the
Zia chapter for their dedicated efforts in organizing
and hosting the test and making improvements to
the grounds to provide excellent field and water venues. I also need to thank the Invitational committee,
who have been working closely with the Zia Chapter
for well over a year to organize the test. Everyone
involved has worked tirelessly to make this a reality. The great thing about the Invitational is that the
many hours you have spent training this year will
pay huge dividends during hunting season, which
fortunately is just around the corner. I can’t wait to
see old friends and make some new ones! See you all
in New Mexico.
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About The Cover

“PHEASANT CUDDLES” REPRESENTS THE WAY OUR EXPECTATIONS
FOR OUR PUPPIES ARE WRAPPED UP IN DREAMS OF BIRDS AFIELD
IN THE DAYS AHEAD. IT ALSO CALLS TO THE TEXTURES AND TACTILE
SENSORY DELIGHT OF BOTH BIRDS AND BIRD DOGS.

period when you can sit back and relax. The calmness
of the sunrise and the warmth of the sky consumes you
as it changes colors over the horizon. It’s at this unique
point in time when the dog’s heightened senses boil over
with anticipation. They intently scan the sky as if one
with nature. Before you even get a glimpse of the first
flying ducks, you know the day has been successful,” he
said. “This calm before the storm so perfectly encapsulates what we seek in our fascination with waterfowl
hunting. It all comes to this… that one moment where
preparation, determination, and tranquility all intersect.”
Dori Hollingsworth answered with a vivid catalog of
Alaskan sensory images from the landscape to the dogs
to reflection and renewal. “The crisp air of autumn.
Fireweed changing from pink flowers to fluff as it moves
up the mountains. The red of the tundra. The smoke
from the campfire. Blueberries. The buzz of the Pro 550
Plus alerting to a dog on point.”
Continuing with a list of favorite moments, Dori added, “The search for the dog, which even with the GPS
can be difficult if the dog is deep in the willows. The
flush of a hundred ptarmigan getting up, which is so
magnificent and tumultuous that one sometimes forgets
to shoot, but stands in awe as the birds fly away. The
crunch of a Kind bar to re-energize. Aching muscles and
tired dogs. The thrill of seeing your hard work of training come to fruition in the field.”
Although Rick Affuso lives in New York, he hunts
and guides in different regions around the country.
His strongest sensory impression is the same wherever he hunts. Rick believes there is another sense – not
sight, smell, sound, or touch – between you and your
dog. “There is a constant that makes me aware of how
strong a connection my dogs bring to our relationship. I
open the tailgate of my truck and see the intensity in the
eyes of my four Brittanys. There’s a routine, just a few
moments, but with each dog it’s the same.”
“It starts when I lift the lid of the tailgate. It smells like
dog back there – depending on where they’ve been, in
the pond, in my vineyard smelling like grapes… I open
a crate then the dog sits while I put on their collar. I
know they know it’s time. When I set the dog on the
ground, whether it be upland preserves, wild birds or
waterfowl guiding or hunting, the stare of intensity for
what’s to come is the same with each of them, along
with the shaking and trembling of their bodies. Their
muscles tense, nostrils flare, eyes open up. This is more
than an observation. I can absolutely feel them. I can
feel their intensity and anticipation as they’re anxiously
waiting for their release and scenting the air of game
that lies ahead.”
Chris Hairie from Georgia picked the sight of his dog
locked on point as his first choice. “For me it is the sight

DIGITAL ARTWORK BY NANCY ANISFIELD

Hunting’s
Sensory Delights
By Nancy Anisfield
Hinesburg, Vermont

F

rom the time they are puppies, our bird dogs and their world offer us sensory input that ripens and
feeds our souls. For many bird hunters, the ashy metallic gunpowder smell from a spent shell is better than a whiff of new car upholstery or spring lilacs. Imagine worn leather – the memory-infused,
pliable smoothness of a favorite pair of gloves. Or the heart-stopping thunder of a northwoods grouse
dog tearing through thick brush sounding exactly like a bird flushing.
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The sensory impressions that strike us most differ
from hunter to hunter. Moving from my mind’s picks
– the silky warmth of a puppy belly, the audible zing of
a woodcock’s ascent, the breathy steam from my dog’s
nose on a frosty morning – I asked some NAVHDA
hunters what particular sights, smells, or sounds come
to mind that are special to them.
“Of course, the first thing that pops to mind is the
smell of gunpowder on a cool, fall morning. Thinking
about it a little more, there are other things that I think
are more special,” said Brian Pike from Maine. “The
sound of her bell as she makes her way through cover.
The fast wagging of her tail when she is looking up at
me after finishing a retrieve. That small downy feather
stuck to her nose as I tell her she is a good girl. The quivering of her body in anticipation as I get ready to send
her back out to hunt.”
Brian summed it up well, adding, “It really centers
around the dog for me, and the feeling of the connection
I have with her.”
Desiree Stormont from Wisconsin also picked dog-related sensory impressions. “My favorite ‘imagery’
would be the sound of the dogs pounding through the
thick cover, feet hitting the ground, when all you can see
is the grasses moving along their trail, with their noses
snorting the cool air as they hit that scent cone and then
that quick silence, when all is still and they’ve locked on
point. That silence, the rush of adrenaline as you find
that dog in the cover, locked on point!”
Nebraska’s Colby Kerber picked an early morning
duck hunt as the best of sensory moments. “After being
up for hours getting the decoy spread set, there’s a brief
September 2022
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public land, and the moment I entered the woods
the smell was there, that ‘woodland bouquet’...
the detritus, the pines, the hardwoods, the moss. I
wait all year for hunting season; I’m obsessed with
grouse and woodcock. I walked into the woods,
smelled the earthy smell of fall and had the most
beautiful sense of comfort. My nose almost knew
right away it was a great cover. The aroma proved
to be victorious! I love the beautiful quietness
of the woods with it, when you hear the leaves
crunching as they break down into the earth. The
smell of swamp muck, too. Sometimes, after covering exhaustive miles with my dogs, I make a nest
in the lichen and moss and just lay down to watch
the clouds billow above.”
Mindfulness, a heightened awareness of the moment, is unavoidable for bird and waterfowl hunters. We rely on our senses to know where our dogs
are, how to lead a flushing bird, when it’s safe to
take a shot. At the same time, ironically, the hyper
focus of those fleeting moments make lasting impressions. These, in turn, propel us back into the
field with our dogs again and again, to revel in the
sensory delights of the hunt once more.

of seeing my dog on point and the intensity of him shaking while he is on point. To know that he has a grouse
somewhere in front of him and to see him get so excited
to know that his hard work could be rewarded. To me
that is the best thing to see in a hunting dog.”
Focusing on what we bird hunters might call aromatherapy, T.J. McKenzie picked the smells of his Wisconsin autumn as the sensory input that jazzes him the
most. “For me, the true sign of bird season is the smell
of the woods after we get a couple of good frosts. Something about the frosty nights and sunny days of October
brings a sweetness to the air. I’ve been told it is caused
by the breakdown of organic matter, but I’m not really
sure what causes the sweet odor.”
“What I can say is that I’ve never encountered anything else like it anywhere other than in the grouse
woods,” T.J. continued. “That sweet smell, more than
anything else, tells me we are in the heart of grouse season and the woodcock flight is either here or on its way.
I wish we could bottle that smell and have it available
all year long.”
Although home for Jennifer Broome is Connecticut,
she travels around the country to hunt and also chooses
the smell of fall as her favorite. “For me, it’s not the
sensory moment that sends me afield, but rather it’s the
olfactory that identifies when I am finally there!”
“I had a profound example of that this year in Wisconsin,” Jennifer said. “I was hunting a spot new to me,
hunting alone with my dog pack. I pulled into beautiful
6
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MEET THE CANDIDATES!

BECOME ONE WITH THE HUNT.

FOR THE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT
NOMINATED BY THE E.C.
TIM OTTO
Early last summer Dave Trahan called to tell me that, after 9 years as President, he was going to step down, and
asked me if I would consider running for President. Later
that summer, Vice President Bob Hauser and Treasurer
Rick Holt said that they were “retiring” from the EC.
As I considered whether to run, I also considered who I
would work with most productively. After much reflection, I asked Andy Doak to run for VP and Angie Coenen
to run again as Secretary because we have worked so well
together for the past 5 years. Moreover, John Wolfe has
played a critically important role in advising the Finance
Committee for the past 6 years, so he was a “natural” for
the position of Treasurer. At the 2022 Annual Meeting,
the Executive Committee unanimously nominated the
four of us for elected office. Together we hope to continue working with the entire EC and the membership to
further NAVHDA’s core mission: To foster, promote, and
improve the versatile hunting dog in North America.
I joined NAVHDA 22 years ago for the same reasons
most members do: I wanted a better-trained pointing
dog, my breeder suggested NAVHDA, I checked it out,
and when I did, I was hooked. I quickly began getting
more involved organizationally, serving for several years
as Test Secretary and then Training Director for the DelVal Chapter. I joined the Apprentice Judge program in
my 4th year and became a Judge 2 years later, a Senior
Judge several years after that, and ultimately an Invitational Judge and an Aims & Rules Clinic Leader. I love
the challenge of working with groups, discussing issues
from different perspectives, and eventually coming to a
consensus. I’ve always felt that group decisions are best
made through amicable discussion of sometimes difficult
topics, often requiring compromise. I’ve found this to be
true both in judging and with my colleagues on the Executive Committee.
I was honored when Dave Trahan asked me to join
the Executive Committee as Director of Publications
in 2017. Over the past 5.5 years, we have made what
I think is some incredible progress. With respect to the
magazine, over the past several years we published more
articles with more unique authors, and this year a “Bonus Training Issue” was sent to all members. Last year
our FaceBook posts reached over 407,000 people, almost
doubling our exposure compared to 2020! NAVHDA’s
Instagram feed (@navhdainternational) is also very active, with over 125 posts in 2021 and just short of 10,000
“Followers.” We also started a NAVHDA YouTube chan8
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nel! NAVHDA International’s website, totally revamped
two years ago, remains tremendously active. Last year we
had over 180,000 “hits,” with over half of those being
first time visitors!
In addition to my work on the VHD, Social Media, and
the website, over the past few years I have worked very
closely with Andy Doak and the entire EC to develop
the Training Seminar Assistance Program and the New
Chapter Support Program. I’ve also worked closely with
our new Director of IT Randy Hanson, who has made
several behind the scenes changes to our IT infrastructure
and is planning new changes that should be more visible
in the next few years. I am particularly pleased to have
worked together with past President Marilyn Vetter and
the entire EC on development of our Strategic Plan, which
was based largely on member input during a special discussion session at the 2019 Annual Meeting. NAVHDA’s
success in meeting the vast majority of the goals set out
in that Strategic Plan were described in an article by Rick
Holt last month. Finally, I’m proud to have been involved
in recruiting our new Managing Director Kim Arnett,
who is doing an incredible job! I’m working very closely
with Kim now on a number of projects and look forward
to doing so for the next several years.
NAVHDA has experienced unparalleled growth over
the past several years, due largely to our dedicated breeders and the unending efforts of our local chapters. This
success is a direct reflection on the quality of our organization, and is something we should all be proud of.
However, while growth is good for any organization, it
can also present challenges. Our primary goal will be to
ensure that we meet those challenges and that our infrastructure can support this growth in the future. As President, and with your help, our priorities will be to:
• Enhance our IT infrastructure so we can better serve
members’ needs as digital demands and opportunities
increase. These planned improvements include more
streamlined member, dog, and litter registrations, development of IT solutions to reduce the paperwork burden
on Chapter Test Secretaries and Office Staff, improved
•
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functionality of our searchable testing and registration
databases, and a total revamp of the NAVHDA store.
Review and update NAVHDA’s strategic plan.
Conduct regular meetings between chapter leadership
and NAVHDA Executive Committee members to better understand chapter issues and dynamics.
Continue to develop creative programs to build our
judging cadre while maintaining our highest standards.
Facilitate the success of new and existing chapters.
Expand on opportunities to increase NAVHDA’s visibility and reputation through social media.
Ensure that participation in NAVHDA events is a
welcoming experience for all members through Panel
Discussions and VHD articles focusing on “Inclusion”
(similar to the “Chapters of Excellence” and “Creating

Positive Experiences” discussions following last year’s
Annual Meeting and summarized in the May and June
VHD).
Some of you know that I recently retired, having been
a Professor of Behavioral and Systems Neuroscience at
Rutgers University for almost 30 years, teaching, doing
research, and publishing almost 100 articles on brain
physiology. I loved my work, and with retirement comes
the luxury of more time available to devote to other things
I love, especially NAVHDA. And while I love NAVHDA
as it is, I recognize that we can always improve.
I am proud of our membership’s active role in NAVHDA’s collective efforts and successes, and I look forward
to working with you all.

FOR THE OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT
NOMINATED BY THE E.C.
ANDY DOAK

When Tim Otto decided to run for President of NAVHDA International, he asked that I run alongside him as
Vice President. I did not take the decision lightly, and
after lengthy consideration and unanimous support
from my fellow NAVHDA Executive Council members,
I agreed to run. NAVHDA prospers when individuals
work together as a team and with this in mind, I know
we can make a positive difference to strengthen the
premier sporting dog organization for sportsmen and
sportswomen.
My hands-on approach at the local and International levels provides a unique perspective in understanding
how NAVHDA functions at all levels and our challenges as we grow. The principles I live by are hard work,
honesty, forward thinking, accountability, professionalism and dedication to duty. If elected as Vice President,
NAVHDA members and staff will receive nothing less
from me.

together to make this happen, and we did it together!
I’m now serving my last year as President and I believe
passing the torch is necessary to develop new leadership
and growth.

Local Chapter Service: I joined the Sebasticook Chapter 15 years ago and my fellow members will tell you
I am one of the last volunteers standing when events
finish. I’ve spent 12 years in chapter leadership positions, serving as Director of Testing for 2 years, Vice
President for 2 years, and President for the last 8 years.
My proudest accomplishment as President was leading
a challenging but successful 5-year fundraising effort to
purchase chapter training grounds that included hosting the largest NAVHDA International Annual Meeting
to date in Maine. Dedicated NAVHDA members pulled

NAVHDA International Youth Committee Chair (20162018): After the establishment of the NAVHDA Youth
Endowment Fund, I was asked to join the newly established Youth Committee. Within one year, I was asked
to chair the committee, managing all items related to
NAVHDA’s Youth Programs. This was the early stage
of development for the Youth Programs, and I focused
on expanding involvement overall, developing the
committee into more active regional representation,
and improving the administrative process to apply for
the programs. Along with dedicated Youth Commit-

10
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tee members, the programs have expanded greatly and
many of the processes developed under my guidance are
still used today.

• Participate in updating NAVHDA’s Strategic Plan: As
with our 2019 Strategic Plan that was based on member input, I will work with the entire EC to assess
members’ needs and visions of NAVHDA’s future by
developing membership surveys, holding special sessions at annual meetings, and seeking input at our
regular meetings with chapter leaders.
• Continue Membership Outreach: I will create annual surveys of the membership, and actively participate in regular meetings between our Chapter leaders and our Managing Director to understand local
concerns. Along with other EC members, I will connect with every NAVHDA Judge annually to hear
your feedback.
• Expand Current and Future Partnerships: I will deepen our relationships with our current sponsors and
cultivate additional sponsor and partnership opportunities that will benefit NAVHDA’s members.

NAVHDA International - Director of Promotions (2018
to Present): In mid-2018, the NAVHDA EC asked me to
serve as Director of Promotions. As our By-Laws state,
I am responsible for aiding in and encouraging the development of local chapters and for promoting membership in the corporation, as well as the corporation itself.
I am also responsible for managing our corporate sponsor and conservation partner relationships. I manage the
Promotions Committee and sit on our IT Infrastructure
Committee. Highlights of our accomplishments include:
• Together with the Promotions Committee, I assisted
with the development of 12 new chapters
• Working alongside EC members, I was heavily involved in the development of the New Chapter Assistance Program, the Training Seminar Assistance
Program, and the Chapter Mentor Program. All programs are designed to provide financial and educational support to new and existing chapters.
• Expanded our partnership with Pheasants Forever,
and managed NAVHDA’s participation in National
Pheasant Fest for the last 4 years.
• Participated in the planning of every NAVHDA Annual Meeting & Invitational since 2019.
• Oversaw the creation of the Natural Ability Test Video, an educational tool viewed over 65,000 times,
providing an all-encompassing guide to the NA test.

About Me
My wife and I currently own 3 different NAVHDA
breeds, which we have both passed successfully at all
levels of the testing system, including the Invitational.
Our time in the Fall is spent together in a duck blind,
or chasing grouse and woodcock. I am a very active
NAVHDA judge, judging throughout the US and Canada. Professionally, I have spent the last 18 years in
the power generation and marine industries, which includes travel to Europe, Africa, and South America.
I have worked alongside Navy personnel on U.S. fast
attack class submarines as a Mechanical Engineer for
the Department of Defense at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Currently, I am the Operations/Plant Manager
at Bingham Wind Farm, the largest utility scale wind
power generation facility in New England, and responsible for all site operations, budget management and
regulations. This broad work experience on a global
scale has enabled me to understand the importance
of working as a team through difficult situations and
understand differing viewpoints and cultures. I attended Maine Maritime Academy, earning a B.S. in Marine Engineering Technology, graduating Magna Cum
Laude and ranked 1st in my major. Deep in traditions
of honor, integrity and discipline through a regimented
and structured program, I credit my time there in developing lifelong work ethic and leadership skills.

Future Goals as Vice President: Together with the EC,
I will:
• Improve Infrastructure: We will strive to ensure training and testing needs of our members are met by continuing to promote new chapter growth and creating
future specialty programs. I will assist in an annual
review of the Apprentice Judge Support Program to
ensure the number of judges increases without compromising our high standards, and continue to sit on
the IT Committee to ensure improvement of our IT
infrastructure, including streamlining our online processes, adding valuable information to our searchable
data bases, and improving the test entry process.
September 2022
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board is most effective when it works in a spirit of mutual
respect and collaboration.
Having worked my entire career in the corporate world,
I understand the reciprocal value of sponsorships. I know
how to talk to potential sponsors, and I have insider’s
knowledge of the different sectors of our sporting dog
community – merchandisers, habitat organizations, legislative groups, and, of course, hunting dog organizations.
This gives me a unique view of NAHVDA’s place in this
community as we continue to evolve as one of the best
hunting dog organizations in the country.

FOR THE OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT
NOMINATED BY PETITION
TERRY WILSON
NAVHDA BACKGROUND
I have been an active NAVHDA member for 16 years
on both local and International levels. As a longtime
member of the Yankee Chapter, I volunteer regularly as
a gunner and bird planter. I have trained and tested my
German wirehairs to multiple NA and UT prizes and Versatile Champion titles. I am a NAVHDA judge and an
Invitational volunteer.
Over the years I have helped many chapters through
fundraising and donations for their programs, equipment, and other major purchases. I arranged and underwrote the Wingshooting USA filming of the 2015 Invitational. I co-designed and underwrote the large display
panels used in the NAVHDA Pheasant Fest booth, the
annual meeting, and elsewhere.
My company, Ugly Dog Hunting, has been a NAVHDA International corporate sponsor for 16 years and an
event donor for the Annual Meetings and Invitationals.
Seven years ago, I co-founded the NAVHDA Youth Endowment Fund – the catalyst for two out of the three
NAVHDA youth programs today.
PLATFORM
I am running independently, not aligned with anyone else
running for a NAVHDA office.
• Corporate Sponsors - We have four corporate sponsors. There is no reason why we cannot add three or
four more. An organization with 11,000 members offers significant impact to potential sponsors in terms
of exposure and reach. Additional sponsors would not
only bring in funds but would also broaden NAVHDA’s visibility. As VP, I would use my industry contacts
in the wingshooting and hunting dog community to
help bring in more corporate sponsors.
• Conservation Partners - Many of our members hunt
waterfowl and support Ducks Unlimited. I would
work hard to create a partnership with DU and more
conservation organizations. As with our current partners, sharing support and chapter connections would
be a win-win situation for all.
• Invitational – Due to the increase in yearly participants,
the Invitational faces tremendous pressure to meet its
needs for staffing, grounds, and funding. I have heard
many feasible options for relieving that pressure. I
would work with the EC, Invitational Committee,
chapter leaders, members, and the Managing Director
to develop a fair, balanced plan accommodating more
than one event per year and making the Invitational
more accessible to members in different regions.
• Apprentice Judge Scholarship Program – With local
chapter support and International’s program com12
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the Rossignol Ski Company. In 1990, I formed Carts
Vermont, manufacturing big-wheel wooden garden
carts. Upon selling the company in 2000, I launched
Ugly Dog, crediting its inspiration to Scrub, my first
German wirehair.
Conservation Advocate
• Former chair and current member of the Board of Directors of the Ruffed Grouse Society / American Woodcock Society
• Life member of Ducks Unlimited
• Life member of Pheasants Forever
• Life member of Quail Forever
• Chair of the Green Mountain Chapter of RGS / AWS

BIO
bined, our ability to attract and retain new apprentices
will be substantial. Several chapters offer their own
apprentice judge scholarships. I would help other local
chapters set up similar programs.
• Anti-Hunting Dog Legislation – Every year, a number
of states propose legislation that would inhibit or outright ban hunting with dogs. These bills usually address the “low-hanging fruit” such as bear or coyote
dogs, acknowledging that rabbit and bird dogs would
be next. I would set up a network reaching out to other
dog clubs and hunting organizations to share information on pending bills and collaborate in the fight for
our right to breed, own, train, and hunt with our dogs.
THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MOVING FORWARD
The dramatic growth of NAVHDA’s membership necessitates growth in its leadership. If I’ve learned one thing on
the RGS/AWS Board, it is that the member-volunteers are
the backbone of an organization like ours.
The Executive Council has led NAVHDA well over
the years in many ways, but given the size and diversity of our current membership, the EC should evolve its
leadership style into one with far greater trust in the perspectives and skills of both our Managing Director and
chapter leaders.
According to NAVHDA Bylaws, each newly elected or
re-elected President appoints the Directors with approval
by vote of the officers. Thus, just four people pick the rest
of the EC. In the past, individuals from the general membership have not been encouraged to apply for these directorships. I hope many of the talented and experienced
members across the country will step up and ask to be
considered for these positions. NAVHDA has a terrific
untapped resource there from which to draw its very best
leaders.
What would I bring to the EC?
With well over a decade on the Board of Directors of
RGS as well as involvement with other conservation and
wingshooting organizations, I am skilled at solving problems based on input from the membership rather than
solely through the perspective of the board. I also know a
•
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NAVHDA Life Member

Co-Founder of the Track2wing Project
• Track2wing grants Action trackchairs to individuals
with mobility challenges who currently hunt or train
with hunting dogs or would like to do so. Since its
inception in 2020, Track2wing has granted 29 trackchairs to hunters across the country, many of whom
are or have become NAVHDA members.

Business Owner
• Founder and owner of the Ugly Dog Hunting Company (20+ years), wingshooting and hunting dog
supply retailer
• Before Ugly Dog, I worked in several different industries including ten years as Purchasing Director for

FOR THE OFFICE OF SECRETARY
INCUMBENT
ANGIE COENEN
Thank you to the membership for allowing me to be
your Secretary for the last three years. As most would
say, the time has flown by, and I couldn’t be prouder of
the board’s work. We are just about at the end of our
three-year strategic plan and are now in the planning
stages of creating a new strategic plan. The continued
growth of our organization is showing that our efforts
are working.
One of my roles as the Secretary is executing the election every three years. This year we will be conducting
the online election based on the membership’s approval
from the 2019 bylaw change. Please watch for more information from International on the upcoming electronic election. Another role as the Secretary is planning and
executing the annual meeting. In January 2023, we look
forward to seeing everyone in South Dakota, where the
Mid-West Tri-State Chapter will be hosting our in-person meeting. It has been too long since we all have had
the opportunity to see each other in person. I can’t wait
to see you all.
For the last three years, I have been the liaison to
the board for the NAVHDA Invitational test. When I
was asked to be the board liaison for the Invitational, I
formed a committee that has been instrumental in planning and executing the Invitational. I had appointed
Deb Stott as the Invitational Coordinator, and she had
hit the ground running, putting together a very successful 2021 Invitational in Iowa. Deb and the Invitational
Committee have been working hard to organize our first
September 2022
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West Invitational in
New Mexico. We are
ready and can’t wait
to put on the 2022 Invitational, the premier
dog event of our organization.
If you haven’t met
me, most people would
say I eat and breathe
NAVHDA, and they
are correct! I owe my
hunting dogs, and this
organization, so very
much. Because of the NAVHDA organization, I am a
better judge and person. I have been a NAVHDA judge
for almost 12 years, a senior judge for nearly seven
years, and to top off, I am an Invitational judge. My
involvement in NAVHDA has also given me the tools
to advance my professional goals and career. As I write
this, I reflect on all I have accomplished, and all the
work left to be done. This is my 12th year as a NAVHDA
judge; I have judged at 191 testing days for 1506 dogs.
I sit back and think of the time, making me smile and
wonder how I got this far. Time flies, and our beloved
bird dogs leave us way too early, but what I do know is
that I am blessed to be a part of this organization, and I
am very thankful for the friends and bird dogs that have
enriched my life.
•
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FOR THE OFFICE OF
TREASURER
NOMINATED BY
THE E.C.
JOHN WOLFE

After coaching baseball
for 10 years my wife
asked me what I was going to do now. She suggested becoming an umpire, and my response
was that I hate umpires,
so she said why don’t you
get the GSP that you have
been wanting, so I did.
About 10 years ago I got
Briggs and joined NAVHDA and was bitten by the bug. I now have 3 dogs: Briggs,
Birdie, and Gator. Like many of you, I consider some of
my closest friends to be NAVHDA folk and I simply love
it, just ask my wife. After going to her first test with me,
on the way home Sunday evening, she looked over at me
and said “I get it, I understand why you love this so much.
They are such a great group of people…NAVHDA.”
After being in NAVHDA for a few years, I wanted
to do more, so I entered the apprentice judge program
and was approved as a judge in 2018. I am currently in the acting senior judge program. About 5 years

ago, I was asked by our current Treasurer Rick Holt
to join NAVHDA’s newly-formed finance committee. I
was instrumental in writing the Investment Policy and
provided guidance regarding investment strategies that
would provide the best return with the lowest risk. What
makes me qualified to run for Treasurer? I have been in
the financial industry most of my life. I am currently the
Chief Financial Officer for the American Philosophical
Society, a non-profit organization founded by Benjamin
Franklin over 275 years ago, where I have worked for
over 20 years. I manage an endowment investment fund
of over $250 million and an annual operating budget of
over $10 million. I am also responsible for the administrative operations which include reviewing contracts,
legal documents as well many other things. Locally,
I have served as Test Secretary, and Training Director, and I am currently the Treasurer for the Keystone
Chapter in Pennsylvania. I am excited to have this opportunity to continue fostering and guiding NAVHDA’s
financial growth, and to work together with Tim Otto,
Andy Doak, Angie Coenen, the entire EC, and the membership to continue building our great organization. As
your new Treasurer, I would hope to keep NAVHDA on
the path of continued growth as Rick has done so well
for the last 6 years. I am honored to have the opportunity to run for the position of Treasurer and would be
honored to serve as your Treasurer.

DEUTSCH KURZHAAR

Chukar Hunts
in Hells Canyon
• Professional guides with
pointing dogs or bring
your own dogs
• 4-5 day raft based chukar
hunts in Oregon & Idaho
• Top notch camps
and excellent food
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By Kimberley Arnett

NAVHDA Managing Director

I

t has now been over six months since I became the
Managing Director of NAVHDA, just a blip of time
within my 25-year career. I came into this position
with what I feel is a pretty strong arsenal of skills and
excited to take on the challenge of the role. As I expected, my initial responsibilities included updating a
number of documents, implementing a goal system for
staff, and modernizing the employee handbook. The
unknown, always difficult to determine with any new
position, was the actual atmosphere of the organization.
From my very first week here at NAVHDA, I have felt
like part of a team. I have been given both the opportunity and the trust to jump in headfirst from day one.

In such a short period of time, I have had the pleasure
to speak with many of the chapter presidents, test secretaries, and members, gaining a unique perspective of
NAVHDA. Clearly represented in each of these encounters has been the pride and ownership NAVHDA members have in the organization. Whether it be a discussion
with the presidents about areas NAVHDA could focus
on, test secretaries suggesting their ideas for updating
technology to make their process easier, or concerns/
questions raised by individual members, I have learned
from and truly enjoyed each interaction.
What I truly appreciate, and what makes this knowledge actionable, is the openness and abilities of the Executive Council to discuss and brainstorm ideas/solutions.
Outcomes of those meetings have led to some pretty exciting new programs for NAVHDA members such as the
New Chapter Support Program, the Apprentice Judge
Incentive Program, and the Chapter Mentor Program.
What’s next on my agenda? Every day brings new objectives. For now, the plans include continuing to meet
regularly with chapter leaders to better understand their
issues and concerns, managing the upcoming online
election, working together with the EC to update our
technology, creating a NAVHDA Utility video, and developing our next strategic plan.
In summary, I would like to thank everyone who has
reached out with ideas, concerns, and NAVHDA history.
Learning about the organization through its members has
been ideal. I would like to throw in that attending my
first Aims & Rules Clinic is where I undeniably gained
the best perspective of what NAVHDA is all about. I
developed a deep respect for both our Judges and all the
people volunteering for NAVHDA events. It is exhausting both mentally and physically! I highly encourage all
members to take an Aims & Rules clinic.

The Original
German Shorthair

Contact

Grant Richie

Deutsch Kurzhaar has provided the foot hunter with a powerful versatile
hunting partner, developed through a performance based testing system
and breeding program that enhance the overall conformation set forth
by the Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband.
Visit our website at WWW.NADKC.ORG to learn more
about a perfect blend of trainability, versatility
and desire in your next hunting dog.

541-437-1111
www.minamstore.com

Now Booking 2022
September 17-21 (Idaho only)
September 24-28 (Idaho Only)
October 1-5 (Idaho Only)
October 8-12
October 15-19
October 22-26
Versatile Hunting Dog

MANAGING DIRECTOR
SIX MONTH UPDATE

KIMBERLEY, MARIA, LINDA AND CHERYL
(NOT PICTURED IS ELI).

Contact one of the many breeders in your area to
discuss all the benefits of the Deutsch Kurzhaar.
Like us and follow us on Facebook at North American Deutsch Kurzhaar Club.
•
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Remembering
Jim Applegate

By Marilyn Vetter & Bob Hauser

J

im Applegate, one of NAVHDA’s longest serving
officers passed away July 22nd. His commitment to
NAVHDA extends over 50 years and impacted all
facets of the organization.
Like so many NAVHDA members, Jim and his wife,
Roberta (aka Bobby) Applegate were introduced to the
organization through their breeder, T.E. Scott. They
bought a German Wirehaired Pointer pup and traveled
to Ontario in October 1972 to watch their first NAVHDA test, while on a camping trip. That began a decades-long lifestyle of camping and dog-training, along
with an intense commitment to NAVHDA while raising
their two children and running an automobile leasing
business.
The Applegate’s invested their early years at the local level by being very active in the Wisconsin Chapter. There they both built deep and lasting relationships
with fellow members and eventually the chapter named
them Wisconsin Chapter life members.
“Jim & Bobby Applegate were one in a milJUDGING AT THE 1985
lion,” exclaim Tom and
INVITATIONAL IN INDIANA
Sheri Pfeffer, Wisconsin Chapter members.
“They were there for everyone no matter what
you needed. If you came
to a training session or
a test just looking to see
what NAVHDA was all
about, they stepped right
up to welcome you and
help you understand the
whole NAVHDA history and benefits of being
a member. Jim & Bobby
16
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were good at getting members involved in doing things
for the club.”
Fellow Wisconsin chapter member, Kent Jensen,
writes, “I first met Jim and his family at a NAVHDA
training day near New Fane, WI in the mid ‘70s. We became friends while training our dogs, bird hunting, and
judging. Some of my favorite times, and I think Jim’s
as well, were hunting grouse and woodcock in Northern Wisconsin. With the generosity of Tom and Sheri
Pfeffer, Jim and I (and many others) had a home away
from home. We spent many days wandering the forest
and logging roads of Forest and Marinette counties …”
A Wisconsin Chapter member for decades, Al Harmeyer remembers Jim “as a friend and a mentor to me when
I was struggling as an apprentice and his words of encouragement kept me going, leading to my becoming
a Judge, Sr Judge and a Clinic Leader I also had the
pleasure of a number of hunting trips with Jim and with
a group of Wisconsin Chapter members. Sitting here
pondering what to write
about I find a smile and
some tears for the loss
of both Bobby and Jim
and what they meant to
our family and NAVHDA over the last thirty
years.”
Jim’s first international role was when he was
elected as Vice President
in 1978. It was during
his time as the Director
of Judge Development
that the UPT test was
created, along with today’s Invitational test,
•
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countless hours entering the first years of data into a
both projects spearheaded by John Kegel. Over Jim’s
database. The two were so equally invested in the comlifetime he served as a Senior Judge, Clinic Leader, Diputerization process that they were called R2D2 in their
rector of Judge Development, Registrar, Director of
Data Entry Services reports for the NAVHDA newsletInformation Services, Vice President, and President.
ter. They were passionate about starting the NAVHDA
Long-time friend, fellow NAVHDA Judge and EC OfRegistry to help inform breeders about their progeny
ficer, Mike Garriott, says, “It was a testament to Jim’s
and create a consistent revenue source for NAVHDA.
strong and thoughtful leadership, that he was the first
Together with Bob West, a fellow EC member, Jim
person other than Bodo Winterhelt to serve as president
and Bobby successfully negotiated a reciprocal workof NAVHDA, which he did from 1983-1986.”
ing relationship with AKC. The AKC’s recognition of
One might say it was his last volunteer role, Director
NAVHDA’s Registry was one of their proudest accomof Information Services, that truly embodied Jim’s perplishments. Bobby went on to become the Editor of the
sonal passion of computerizing NAVHDA’s historical
Versatile Hunting Dog and eventually the Director of
records. That mission started in the 1980’s and extendPublications.
ed across all his roles as he took the early documents
Jim and Bobby were named as Honorary Life Memthat were fragmented across testing, membership, judgbers by the Executive Council in January 1999 for their
ing and the Registry and created a copyrighted comimmense dedication to NAVHDA; only six other memputer program called MARS. In 1988, Bodo wrote of
bers had received this distinction prior to their award.
Jim’s efforts in the NAVHDA Newsletter (before it was
known as the VHD), “Thanks to Jim and his
long hours of work in developing the NAVHDA Computer Program this past year. No other
VICE PRESIDENT AT THE 1981 ANNUAL
organization has this type of computerized proMEETING IN SAN FRANCISCO
gram, and once again NAVHDA has set itself
apart from other dog clubs. And with 20 years
of past test data, NAVHDA will always be the
leader.” MARS has been improved over time,
always at Jim’s urging, and stands as a leading
repository of information on versatile dogs in
North America.
Jim and Bobby operated as one until her passing in 2006. Their personal business housed the
early operations for NAVHDA so the organization would not have to pay rent and sometimes
used their own money to bridge the gap when
the organization was short on cash (something
many of the early EC members did). They spent
September 2022
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Then President, Joe Dolejsi, wrote of the Applegates in
his President’s Message, “From time to time, one may
disagree with Jim or Bobby on a particular issue, yet
I know of no one who would ever suggest their position was taken on any basis other than for the good
of NAVHDA. Their honesty, integrity, and unbelievable
efforts on behalf of NAVHDA should be an inspiration
to all NAVHDA members who have benefitted from
their labors. Quality people are hard to come by, thank
God we have been blessed with Jim and Bobby in our
NAVHDA family.”
Jim understood from very early on that running
NAVHDA took discipline and dedication. He wrote in
his September 1986 Presidents Message, “Being a member of the Executive Council is no longer an honorary
position, it takes a great deal of business experience
to operate a quality organization such as NAVHDA.”
Eventually, Jim converted his volunteer efforts into becoming NAVHDA’s first Office Manager, a role he fulfilled for many years. Jim brought his humor, empathetic and authentic style of leadership into this role as is
repeatedly stated by NAVHDA’s employees. “From the
first day I walked into the office, Jim made a point to be
extremely patient and helpful,” writes Cheryl A. Sziel,
NAVHDA employee. Stan and Doreen Nebel worked
with Jim for more than 20 years at the NAVHDA office.
They write, “Jim was a good and fair boss and a pleasure to work for. He was an asset to NAVHDA. We lost
a good person.”
Long-time NAVHDA employee Maria Principato
writes of her time working with Jim, “I started workJUDGING AT THE 1996 INVITATIONAL
IN WISCONSIN
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1973 – 2005 Jim tested 7 dogs a total of 18 times.
1977 – 2011 he judged 1,261 dogs in 150 tests.
Vice President 1978 - 1983
President 1984 - 1986
Director of Judge Development 1987 - 1991
Registrar 1993 - 2010
Director Information Services 2011 - 2017

ing for NAVHDA in early November of 2001. To say
Jim was a nice person was an understatement. Not
only was he kind, understanding, and soon to feel like
a forever family member, he was one of the most caring
and thoughtful bosses I have ever had the privilege to
work under. When NAVHDA history questions would
arise, Jim was always my go-to person. His memory was
sharp, and he knew all the answers to any questions that
came up regarding NAVHDA’s history. His fondness for
the organization, and dedication to its growth and success, was endless. To Jim, rest in peace my friend you
will be greatly missed by us all.”
“I first met Jim and Bobby in Maine in 1994, at a
wedding, of all things. This was before I knew anything
about NAVHDA,” recalls Mary Burpee, long-time VHD
publisher. “Eventually, they found out I had skills that
could benefit NAVHDA, and I was expertly ‘recruited’
(they were good at that). I have stayed at their home,
made a couple of Mid-West road-trips
with them in their big van to Invitationals, and have many fond memories of those times. Jim and I shared a
whole lot of computer nerd fun together over the years, and he was always
determined to keep NAVHDA riding
the wave of the ever-changing technology. I collaborated with Jim on so
many projects, that I couldn’t attempt
to list them now. None of this seemed
easy at the time, but Jim made it easy.”
David Nordquist reflects, “I first
judged dogs with Jim at the Northern
Michigan Chapter tests in June 2000.
He was a good judge who willingly
shared his knowledge about dogs. I got

to know Jim a lot better when I worked with him on one
of our earlier websites. Jim was a soft-spoken man who
was always helpful, thoughtful and kind. Since Jim’s retirement, I would call him just to talk dogs and discuss
the earlier days of NAVHDA. He was the type of person
you would have loved to have had as a neighbor, and he
will be missed by those who knew him.”
Joe Raia met the Applegates in 1988 at a test where
Jim was the Senior Judge and Joe was an apprentice.
Joe recalls, “Jim teaching me and helping me see the
vision for NAVHDA and gave me a true appreciation
for trained dogs and great handlers working together.
That’s where I got my start. I also got to meet Bobby
and remember that she had their shorthair dog dressed
in a tutu with a basket of candy hanging from its mouth.
What a wonderful fun couple.”
Perhaps the NAVHDA member who knew Jim best
– as a hunter, trainer, fellow Board member, and friend
– is Bob West, one of NAVHDA’s earliest leaders. Bob
notes that, “When NAVHDA was in its infancy, Jim
and Bobby led its financial and programmatic management out of their home business (Apco Leasing)
office for several years before a separate NAVHDA
Central Office was established in Arlington Heights.
Not only did Jim and Bobby provide space, time, and

•
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THIS PHOTO IS FROM A HUNTING TRIP IN SOUTHERN
IOWA WITH BOB WEST, JIM APPLEGATE AND GLEN
MILLER, ALSO A LONG-TIME NAVHDA MEMBER. BOB
LAMENTED, “BOTH ARE GONE NOW, AFTER LIVES
WELL LIVED. GOD BLESS THEM. MAYBE THE THORNS
ARE A LITTLE LESS SHARP WHERE THEY ARE NOW.”
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various services to NAVHDA, they asked for nothing
in return. While Bodo Winterhelt and John Kegel may
have established a strong foundation, NAVHDA’s
early growth and success is mostly a result of Jim’s
efforts.”
For fifty years, Jim continued to serve NAVHDA
with an unrelenting commitment to keeping its programs and dog testing standards at the highest level.
Bob chuckles when he talks about Board meetings,
“Jim was firm—to say the least—about things that he
believed were best for NAVHDA, to the point where
discussions got a little heated once and awhile. But
whether you agreed with Jim or not during the meeting, you knew he was a completely honest man, played
no games, and that you would always be friends at the
end of the day.”
Above all else, Bob’s thoughts of Jim are of “an honest, passionate, kind, and loving person who held family
first, and whose friendship he cherished.”
Jim and Bobby’s daughter, Karen reminds us of how
important NAVHDA was to her parents, “NAVHDA
was my parent’s baby, it was their core, and it’s what
kept them going all those years. The best way anyone can
remember them is to donate to NAVHDA’s Youth Fund
to continue their passion for hunting and freedom.”
•
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My Journey
as a NAVHDA
Apprentice Judge

By Mark Olcott, DVM
Boyds, Maryland

I

found NAVHDA, as many of you probably have,
through a dog trainer. In my case, his name was Greg
Fry, and I was introduced to him by a friend. I had
a young Pudelpointer puppy named Surrey and wanted
to improve as both a hunter and handler. At the time,
Greg was a former NAVHDA judge and huge advocate
for NAVHDA’s mission of training and testing toward
improving the versatile hunting dog breeds in North
America. He lived only 45 minutes up the road in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, so I started training with him on
a regular basis.
I have always loved watching animals doing things
they love and are instinctive to them, and since Surrey
was my first pointing dog, I learned something new every
day. Whether it’s watching Border Collies work sheep,
cutting horses separating individual cows from the herd,
or a bird dog intensely pointing grouse, I have always
had a deep admiration for these teams who work closely
together, becoming almost as one. Perhaps that’s one of
the reasons I ended up becoming a veterinarian, which
is more of a calling than a job. Ever since I was 13 years
old it’s the only thing I ever wanted to do, which is not
unusual for those who choose this profession.
As I met more and more people through training days
at both the Keystone and Potomac chapters, I found a
group of like-minded “dog people” who loved the outdoors and wanted to get better. Working with Greg and
his small group of clients reinforced what I learned and,
eventually, I was able to help others who knew less than
me. One of the most rewarding things about these training days was that, even after a long day in the heat of
July, I found myself being energized and wanting more.
If you’re a student of animal behavior, and especially
canine behavior, attending a training day or volunteering to help at a test are wonderful opportunities to learn
from others, meet new friends and observe the entire
gamut of canine performance!

WHY DID I DECIDE TO ENTER
THE APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM?

The NAVHDA Apprentice Judge Program is quite a
commitment, both from a time and a financial perspec20
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tive. Apprentices travel to test locations on their own
dime and usually pay for their own lodging as well.
There is also a requirement that apprentices do at least
two “out of area” tests so they can meet and work with
as wide a variety of judges and test environments as possible. For example, the terrain and weather in northern
Colorado is very different from that in southern Pennsylvania and judges must take that into account, even
down to the level of altering the order of events on test
day to give the dogs & handlers the best opportunity
they can in that environment.
It typically takes two years to accumulate the experience and knowledge necessary to consistently receive
“Ready to Approve” scores on your apprentice evaluations. NAVHDA assigns each apprentice a mentor to
guide them, and I was blessed to have Peter Wade as
my mentor. His experience and advice throughout my
apprenticeship were invaluable, and I’m deeply grateful
for his guidance. Once an apprentice starts consistently
receiving “Ready to Approve” on their evaluations, he
or she can formally apply to be a judge. These applications are reviewed at the end of every year by the Judging
and Testing Committee, which makes their recommendations to the Executive Council which is the governing
body that must officially approve judge applications.
I also love a challenge, so the Apprentice Judge Program was right up my alley. I’ve done Ironman triathlons and went back to school to get an MBA while
working full-time and even started a veterinary software
company called VitusVet, so I have always pushed myself to get better at the things that are important to me.
Additionally, as a scientist, NAVHDA’s objective and
repeatable testing process is, in my opinion, the best
evaluation system in the world for hunting dogs, and I
wanted to be part of that.
I also saw becoming a judge as a way to give back
to the community and share with others some of the
things I learned in the last 30+ years of being a veterinarian. Whether it’s giving some pointers to a handler
about how to effectively keep their dog cool on a hot
day or explaining the different kinds of eyelid abnormalities with others, I enjoy teaching. I’ve even had the
•
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THE AUTHOR, LEFT, APPRENTICING AT THE
KEYSTONE CHAPTER FALL 2021 TEST.

PHOTO BY CRISTIN MURRAY

ness to share what they had learned on their judging
journeys was very helpful. Although I have yet to judge
with him, I’m also thankful to Mark Whalen for answering and responding to my extensive list of “What
if?” scenarios. While it was a hard journey, I couldn’t
believe I had a front row seat for a world class education on hunting dogs from people with literally decades
of experience judging thousands of dogs.
I also grew to appreciate that the scorecards we use as
judges are nothing short of genius. The way the cards
are laid out makes it easy to “paint a picture” of a dog’s
performance in an efficient manner. They allow us to
give detailed answers to questions from a handler at
5pm about a field search that took place 10 long, hot
hours ago, and they are an indispensable part of the
judging process.
In summary, I’m reminded of the old adage that
nothing worthwhile is easy. The main feeling I have
after having been approved as a judge is one of gratitude. NAVHDA is a chapter led organization, and the
people I’ve met, from Rocky Mountain to Rappahannock, are just good people who love their dogs and
want to help others on their journey as dog owners
and bird hunters. And all of it started with a fuzzy
brown puppy in an airline crate and a chance introduction to Greg Fry. Greg passed away suddenly in
2018, so he never got to see me get my seconds VC
with Surrey’s daughter, Annie, or get approved as a
judge, but I think of him often and am thankful to be
part of this wonderful organization.

opportunity to share some of what I’ve learned as an
ER veterinarian through doing Canine First Aid talks
for several NAVHDA chapters. The day may even come
when I’ll be able to influence a youth handler to pursue
their dream of being a veterinarian.

WHAT DID I LEARN
DURING MY APPRENTICESHIP?

It only took a couple days of working closely with
NAVHDA judges for me to be reminded of a quote from
an old PGA commercial: “These guys are good!” The
men and women who make up the judging cadre are
extremely knowledgeable and observant, committed to
lifelong learning, and genuinely care about helping others become better handlers and better hunters. When I
first started as an apprentice, I thought I’d never be able
to figure out the scorecard or how to watch a dog and
write notes all while walking and talking with a handler and giving them great customer service. It seemed
overwhelming at first, but the program works, and I
got steadily better and better, primarily because of the
thoughtful feedback and scores that the judges gave me
after each day of testing.
Whether it’s an apprentice judge or an acting senior
judge or even the host chapter, a cornerstone of the
NAVHDA testing process is the use of objective, numerical scores not only to evaluate performance but also to
highlight areas for improvement. I benefitted from tips
and techniques that I learned from people like Curt Fry,
Ron Stott and Randy Hanson, whose collegial willingSeptember 2022
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along with a visit to Grand Junction and the Bird Dog
Museum. While touring the museum, the group noticed
a small NAVHDA display listing our various versatile
breeds, along with pictures of the most popular breeds
tested. Lo and behold, the photograph representing the
Pudelpointer was a picture of Cedarwoods Dusty Rose,
one of Bob’s all-time favorite dogs! Dusty was a Prize I
performer in both Natural Ability and Utility. Amazingly, Dusty obtained her Utility title at only twelve months
of age! This chance observation resulted in a lengthy
conversation about Pudelpointers, as Gary wanted to
know more about the breed that had taken Bob away
from AKC retriever field trials and American Field
pointing dog trials. From here a seed was planted with
the staff at the museum, concerning the Pudelpointers
status in the hunting dog community.
This past year, former NAVHDA President, Bob West,
inquired about a possible Pudelpointer pup from Cedarwood Kennel. When Farris sent a pedigree to Bob West
for his approval, he explained that the pedigree had 21
Prize I Utility performers and four Versatile Champions
with every dog earning a NAVHDA Prize I in Natural
Ability. This pedigree also had Cedarwoods First Offense (aka Tukr) in five separate generations. Great dog
men do not forget great dogs, and Bob West is no different. Mr. West was familiar with Tukr following judging
assignments and hunting in Idaho. Mr. West was a fan
of the Pudelpointer, however he did not realize that pedigrees of this quality existed. Bob’s advice to Mr. West
was, “Go to www.pudelpointer.org and you can see the
impact that 30 breeders working as a team can make!”
Bob West is a current Board of Directors member for
the Bird Dog Museum and after reviewing the NAPPA
website saw the need to champion a membership there
for NAPPA. When Cedarwood Kennel began in 1988,
there were two NAVHDA Utility Prize I Pudelpointers in
all of North America. The breeding of these two dogs in
1988 was the first time more than one dog with a Utility
Prize was ever on a Pudelpointer pedigree! Currently,

North American
Pudelpointer’s Alliance’s
Journey to the
National Bird Dog Museum

By Daniel Kremers

GARY & SALLY LOCKE
WITH LEE BRANCH
AND SAFARI SOUTH’S
LONE RANGER

Jamesville, New York
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he North American Pudelpointer Alliance (NAPPA)
is a group of NAVHDA affiliated, Pudelpointer
breeders committed to breeding the top performing versatile gundog for the discerning hunter. What
was originally founded in 2002 by a small group of
dedicated individuals has grown today into over thirty,
geographically diverse, dedicated breeders who strive to
continue to raise the performance bar for our beloved
breed. Working cooperatively, rather than competitively, and sharing training techniques, genetics, and in
some cases hunting blinds, has resulted in advancements
in the Pudelpointer which would have been thought unobtainable only a few years ago.
As a group, NAPPA breeders believe that the NAVHDA
testing program is the ideal metric with which to gather independent evaluations of our breeding stock and
progeny. NAPPA has the highest breeding standards of
any Pudelpointer organization in North America. This
has resulted in more Utility titled dogs than at any time
in breed history. NAVHDA test records do not lie. In
2007, NAPPA aligned kennels produced puppies with
an average Natural Ability Score of 103 points. In 2021
there were 153 Natural Ability Tests run by puppies
from NAPPA kennels and the average of those tests was
106.4 points. The 291 puppies which ran the test from
non-NAPPA kennels averaged 102.3 points. A full 57
percent of all NAPPA puppies scored at least 108 points
while non-NAPPA puppies had only 46 percent achieve
that standard. The use of NAVHDA test scores, along
with real world, hunting observations, has been critical
to NAPPA breeders in the continued pursuit of elevating
our breed.
As a breeders alliance, we strive to have a group of
members that is united and working together for continued forward momentum, because together we are more
effective. The synergy we have created has allowed NAPPA breeders to share considerable data on their dogs
including field testing, hip evaluations, size, color, coat
and in some cases DNA. A Statistical Committee has
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been established and tasked with compiling and analyzing an extensive database of various progeny statistics
and other performance data. This data is available to all
NAPPA breeders to help make sound breeding decisions
to raise the bar in their personal breeding program. We
feel it is essential that a committed breeder should not
only be willing to give a prospective buyer input as to
how the dog performs as it pertains to hunting, but also
be knowledgeable in the NAVHDA testing system, so as
to be able to guide and help future puppy buyers with
the training and testing of their puppies. That is why
NAPPA makes it a requirement for all members to have
handled and prized a dog in a NAVHDA test and furthermore, all new prospective members must have handled and passed a dog at the Utility level to become a
member of NAPPA.
NAPPA members also utilize a software called Breedmate for calculating various algorithms when selecting
potential matings. This allows our breeders to analyze
and select a potential stud dog, potential future breeding stock, and calculate inbreeding coefficient on a proposed breeding from almost all qualified dogs anywhere
in North America. With the capability to project breeding quality in proposed litters many generations ahead,
•
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NAPPA breeders have a distinct advantage over the individual breeder that may be breeding from a limited
scope of dogs.
So how does this journey lead to the National Bird
Dog Museum?
The events were set into motion back in 2018 when
Bob Farris, of Cedarwoods Kennel, authored an article
in NAHVDA’s Versatile Hunting Dog Magazine detailing his quest for the Grand Slam of grouse in Idaho. Our
dog world is quite small, and this magazine happened to
be read by none other than Captain Gary Lockee, one
of the original founders of the National Bird Dog Hall
of Fame and Museum! Shortly thereafter, Bob received a
phone call from Captain Lockee. Captain Lockee mentioned that the museum had a display of every species
of game bird on display except for a Blue Grouse and
a Spruce Grouse. Captain Lockee had read Bob’s article and was inquiring if Bob could acquire these grouse
and have the mounted birds sent to the museum for
display. As a measure of gratitude, Captain Lockee offered Bob, and his wife LaFaye, a personal tour of the
museum and grounds. Captain Lockee assured Bob that
he would thoroughly enjoy his visit as their conversations revealed that so many of Bob’s friends, from both
the pointing dog world and the retriever world, were
honored at the museum. Captain Lockee ended the conversation by stating, “Don’t be hesitating to come visit
me. I’m 96 years old and I won’t be around this place
forever, but I do want to meet you in person and thank
you for the grouse mounts.”
The Bird Dog Museum houses the National Bird Dog
Hall of Fame and the National Retriever Hall of Fame.
It is located in Grand Junction, Tennessee, which is the
home of the prestigious National Bird Dog Championship. For serious bird dog enthusiasts, Grand Junction
evokes the same emotion as the name “Cooperstown”
to the general sports fan. That following year, Bob and
his wife LaFaye took Captain Lockee up on his offer
and flew to Nashville to take in some country music,
September 2022
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LEE BRANCH AND
SAFARI SOUTH’S
LONE RANGER
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the NAPPA website lists 34 active Utility Prize I dogs
currently used for breeding with their genetics shared
widely with our members. Two of these dogs, Windy
Sage High Roller and Ripsnorter’s Shoot and Miss, also
have multiple wins in National Shoot to Retrieve (NSTRA) trials and are well on their way to becoming only
the second and third Pudelpointer NSTRA Champions!
Of course, the first NSTRA Champion was also a product of NAPPA, VC / UKC Hunting Retriever Champion
/ NSTRA CH Cedarwoods Man o’ War!
NAPPA was asked to create a display for the Museum
showcasing what the organization was about, in addition to some of the historically significant dogs that had
been instrumental in the organization’s creation and
success, and demonstrating the fact that this breed excels in both the field as well as the water. NAPPA Vice
President, Lee Branch, of Safari South Gundogs, took
the lead in creating the display and worked extensively
with National Bird Dog Hall of Fame Executive Director, Tonya Brotherton, in finding a proper placement
for the display. It should be noted that Lee was one of
the Museum’s charter members many years ago when
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“Here Honey”
Picking A Good Field Name
For Your New Gun Dog Puppy
By Jerry Thoms

Brookings, South Dakota

his passion was field trial Pointers. Mr. Branch is now
proud to report that the display is now prominently featured in the Museum’s library!
In 2023 NAPPA hopes to host our annual meeting
at the National Bird Dog Hall of Fame and to take in
the sights of historic Grand Junction, Tennessee. If you
should visit the National Bird Dog Museum, please stop
by and inspect our display. Conversely, you can also go
to pudelpointer.org and see exactly what a cooperative effort of like-minded breeders can accomplish. As a group
we look forward to the challenge of continuously pushing the Pudelpointer to greater heights in the future!
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f you think ‘Honey’ isn’t a stupid name for a gun
dog, go out into your front yard and holler “Here
Honey!’”a half a dozen times. Your neighbors will
laugh behind your back and strangers will laugh in your
face – I’ll guarantee it.
The owner of “Honey” – a year-old female yellow Labrador – was in the middle of an opening day pheasant
hunt complaining about the name he had let his kids give
to this hunting dog. And Honey’s owner was also revealing why giving a gun dog a good field name was important, if for no other reason than to avoid embarrassment.
“Honey,” he said, “might be an okay name for a spoiled
lap dog, a pampered Poodle, or a five-pound Pekinese.
But not a tough and rugged 75-pound pheasant finding,
duck-retrieving Labrador retriever. ‘Honey’ is just too
‘sweet’ and ‘gooey’ for a gun dog,” Honey’s owner had
decided. Too late, of course, because the kids liked the
name and it would be stuck to the dog forever.
There are no “rules” for naming any dog as far as I know.
But there certainly are some “guidelines,” some general
precepts to follow in picking a name for your new puppy.
Choose a name with one syllable. Do so because it’s
easier to speak a word of a single syllable rather than a
name with two or three parts to it. Keep in mind that you
will be calling your dog’s name every day of its life probably over a 10-to-14- year period.
So, choose a one-syllable word that is easy to holler
often at a distance, and maybe over and over. “Rex,” for
example my older German shorthair pointer’s name is
easier to say and repeat than “Sebastian,” a black Lab’s
name I heard loudly repeated about a thousand times one
day last October. The same is true for a Springer Spaniel
named “Henrietta” a name I hear almost every day as
the dog’s owner chases this pooch through my backyard.
Use a name appropriate to the dog’s breed, sex, appearance, and personality. Max and Fritz and Gus (from Gustave) and Gert (short for Gertrude) are names I’ve used
for my German shorthair pointers. Each of these names
has a “Germanic” background and has been well-suited
to each dog’s character.
Avoid names with negative connotations. “Honey” is a
good example. Though aptly describing the color of the
dog, the connection with a sugary sweet confection suggests something out of character with a gun dog’s place
in outdoor life.
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I have come across an English pointer by the name of
“Snake,” a one-syllable word that may have well-described the slick way this hunting dog slithered through
the tall trees in the New England countryside. But, out on
the western plains where I hunt prairie grouse, hollering
“Snake” immediately calls up the image of a “rattler”
which puts almost everyone into a panic.
The same unfortunate connotations apply to “Goose,”
the name of one waterfowl guide’s Chesapeake. When
this dog’s owner calls out “Goose” to the gun dog in the
pit blind, most of his hunting clients duck down, grab
their guns, and look up in the air for a Canada honker or
a specklebelly. At least this happens for the first hour of
the day. Later they ignore the word and, of course, miss
the opportunity to shoot a real “goose” when they are
told about one flying into the decoys.
The same caution about connotations applies to two
dog names that caused me great consternation while
hunting ruffed grouse in the Northwoods of Wisconsin.
A big male English setter by the name of “Bear” made
me jump every time the dog’s master shouted at the dog
in some thick, dark tangle of bearish-looking brambles.
Likewise, a Gordon setter called “Timber” had me looking up and running every time I heard her name while we
were hunting in the trees.
Likewise, avoid popular “people” names for gun dogs,
especially if one of your regular fellow hunting partners
is Pete, Jim, Joe, or Bob. One season I hunted pheasants
for a few days with a guy who had a young untrained
and inexperienced Brittany named “Chuck.” At least that
was the dog’s first name to which the owner added other
deprecating terms such as “you SOB” for example. One
of the hunters in our party also was called “Chuck.” He
didn’t mind sharing his name with the dog but didn’t particularly appreciate the added adjectives.
Finding a good, relatively original name for a new gun
dog sometimes can be a daunting challenge, especially if
you follow these simple guidelines. “This is harder than
naming a new baby,” the wife of a new yellow Labrador puppy owner said. She and her husband, in search
of a unique name, had been looking through a special
book on choosing human baby names. They also read
through a thick phone book for the same purpose. I haven’t heard what name they finally chose. I sure hope it
wasn’t “Honey.”
•
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GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
UPDATE
By Jim Inglis

Director of Governmental Affairs
Pheasants Forever and Quail Forever

NORTH AMERICAN GRASSLANDS ACT INTRODUCED!

On July 27th Senator Wyden (OR) along with Co-sponsors Senators Amy
Klobuchar (MN) and Michael Bennett (CO) introduced the North American Grasslands Conservation Act. This historic proposal would dedicate
$290 million each year to grassland habitats across the country. We thank
the bill sponsors and their staff for shaping this legislation and pushing for
introduction. There was a broad coalition that grew to 27 groups over the
last year that helped make this happen. We also want to thank all of the
NAVHDA members that signed on to support the Senate’s introduction,
the grassroots local support is critical in keeping this moving! We still
have a long way to go, so your continued engagement is needed to move it
through the legislative process. If you haven’t signed up already, please visit www.ActForGrasslands.org to show your support. Please also use #ActForGrasslands in your social media posts as you head to the fields this Fall!

PHEASANTS FOREVER AND QUAIL FOREVER
NATIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

At the end of July, PF and QF hosted four members of
the National Youth Leadership Council in our Nation’s
Capital. Trent Forster (GA), Ashlyn Ness (MN), Taylor Maxfield (KS) and Carter Leibbrandt (NE) joined
us along with PF/QF’s Education & Outreach Program
Manager, Marissa Jensen and National Board Member Dan Forster. Each student was able to meet in-person with Senate and House offices for their respective
states. The group spent time in advance of their trip to
understanding how their visit and advocating in D.C
would impact The North American Grassland Conservation Act, Recovering America’s Wildlife Act, and the
Farm Bill. The timing was perfect as many members of
Congress were in their offices and available to meet in
person. Another highlight was the Grasslands Act was
introduced on the day they were on Capitol Hill!

PF & QF NATIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP COUNCIL ADVOCATE FOR
WILDLIFE AND CONSERVATION POLICY IN WASHINGTON D.C.

USDA ENROLLS 3.1M ACRES OF CRP GRASSLANDS.

In early July the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) accepted offers for 3.1 million acres through the (CRP) Grassland signup, the highest ever for the program that was introduced in the
2014 Farm Bill. This is in addition to the 2M acres accepted this
spring. All totaled we should see a net increase in CRP acres enrolled for the second consecutive year, as most of these contracts
begin on October 1st.

AG COMMITTEES GAINING INPUT ON
2023 FARM BILL PRIORITIES

Both the Senate and House have hosted Ag committee meetings and field listening sessions as they gear
up for the 2023 Farm Bill reauthorization before it
expires. Farmers, ranchers, organizations, community leaders, and conservation partners have offered
initial suggestions on what should be in 2023 Farm
Bill. So far this year, the Senate Ag committees have
hosted field hearings in MI and AR, and the House
Ag committee have hosted listening sessions in AZ,
CA, WA, and MN. We anticipate several others will
be planned for the rest of this year.
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Jim Inglis is a native of the Finger Lakes
region of New York and now resides in
Northwest Ohio with his wife, two sons,
and versatile dogs. He serves as the Director of Governmental Affairs for PF & QF and
is a Mid-Ohio NAVHDA member. He can be
reached at jinglis@pheasantsforever.org or
419.569.1096.
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JUDGING & TESTING UPDATES
We can all agree that with the explosion in new members and chapters we are going to need more judges,
especially in the West. We understand that skyrocketing
travel costs may be a barrier, for some, to enter the Apprentice Judge Program. The Judging & Testing Committee has recommended, and the Executive Council has
approved the following changes for those individuals in
the Apprentice Judge Program. These changes are also
provided to incentivize those individuals who may be
considering entering the Apprentice program.
a. To enter the Apprentice Judge Program the prospective apprentice must attend an Aims & Rules
Clinic. Once the prospective apprentice is approved
to enter the Apprentice Judge Program, if desired,
a refund for his or her clinic fee may be submitted.
Approved apprentice applicants as well as current
apprentices may submit a voucher for refund to the
central office. Vouchers can be found on the NAVHDA website under Forms Express / Testing Forms /
Judges
b. Current guidelines require apprentices to apprentice
out of area twice. To reduce travel costs, the out of
area requirement has been modified to require just
one out of area test. Additionally, for apprentices
approved as NAVHDA judges at the 2023 Annual
Meeting, and beyond, a $500 refund, if requested,
will be authorized to help defer travel costs incurred
during apprenticeship. As in the Aims & Rules Clinic fees, a voucher may be submitted to the central
office.
c. Judges: As noted in paragraph one, NAVHDA continues to grow. Chapters, in some cases, are having
difficulty obtaining judges for their tests. When you
get an invitation to judge PLEASE respond within
two to three days. If you cannot provide an answer
in this time frame, it is expected you will notify the
inviting chapter and let them know when you will
be able to respond.
Additionally, please communicate with your chapter leadership and encourage them to request judges
as early as possible. Some judges are already receiving requests to judge in 2023.
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THE AGGRESSIVE DOG POLICY HAS BEEN
REVISED. PLEASE READ AND KNOW
THE POLICY STATED BELOW:
Aggressive Dog Policy – Revised 6/28/2022 – Final
An aggressive dog is defined as, but is not limited to, a
dog that has, without provocation, bitten, attempted to
bite, attacked, or attempted to attack a person or another dog. Aggressiveness is not manifested by a dog
that growls, pulls away or gets fearful and snippy due to
not wanting to have teeth or coat checked. This dog is
reactive, not aggressive.
Cases of aggression at any NAVHDA International or
Chapter event, including but not limited to tests, local
training days, Aims & Rules Clinics, or social events,
should be reported to the Director of Testing and the
Director of Judge Development within 72 hours. Letters
describing the aggressive incident should be submitted
by the individual(s) who witnessed the event. The owner or handler should also submit a statement describing
the incident. Pictures/videos may be submitted along
with these statements.
The following action will be taken if, during a test, the
judging team witnesses an actual display of aggression,
which they reasonably believe meets the foregoing criteria: Judges will have the dog immediately removed from
the test grounds. Further, the dog will not be allowed to
return to the test later to finish the test, and no prize will
be awarded. “Aggressive” should be noted in the Comments section of the scorecard. Letters describing the
aggressive incident shall be submitted by each member
of the judging team witnessing the aggressive behavior.
The owner/handler will also submit a letter regarding
the incident within 72 hours. These letters are to be
submitted to the Director of Testing and the Director of
Judge Development.
All submitted materials will be reviewed by NAVHDA’s Judging and Testing Committee, who will then
make recommendations to the Executive Council as to
whether the relevant dog should be designated as aggressive.
The Executive Council of NAVHDA will vote to accept, reject, or suggest any revisions to the wording of
the Judging and Testing Committee’s recommendation.
Dogs determined to be aggressive will not be permitted
to participate in any future NAVHDA events and will
have “Aggressive” noted on the dog’s pedigree.
•
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FROM THE FIELD:
QUESTIONS FROM HANDLERS AND JUDGES
RECENTLY BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE
JUDGING & TESTING COMMITTEE.

Question: During steadiness by blind, how much barking and how much bouncing of the front feet are we
allowing before penalizing the dog?
Answer: The Aims & Rules states that the highest ratings will be awarded when both dog and handler are
silent, and the dog remains by the blind until commanded to retrieve. Judges must decide what is excessive and
score accordingly. If barking or bouncing is excessive
enough in the judges’ opinion to flair approaching ducks
in a hunting situation, then that should be reflected in
the score.

Question: Upon completing a Retrieve of Shot Bird sequence, is a UPT, UT or INV handler allowed to place
the shot and retrieved bird in his or her hunting vest, or
game bag, and continue the test with the bird(s) stowed
in such garment? In the simplest terms, the question describes a normal hunting scenario where the hunter has
shot game, the dog has retrieved the shot game, and the
hunter places the shot game in storage on his or her person and continues hunting.

Question: On the retrieve by drag if the dog damages
the duck to the point where it may be unfit for the table
but brings it correctly back to the handler should we call
it mutilation and “0” out the dog in retrieve by drag,
but say nothing in the comments? Or should the dog
receive a “0” in cooperation and score the retrieving
work separately?

Answer: Yes. All UPT, UT or INV handlers have the option to place shot birds in his or her vest or game bag.
As judges you always have the right to inspect birds if
you suspect mutilation of game. You also have the right
to limit this behavior if it appears to be used somehow
to influence the behavior of the dog.

Answer: A dog that mutilates game to the point of
rendering it unfit for the table will receive an overall
non-qualifying score of “0” in cooperation. In the comments section of the scorecard, judges should write
“mutilated game.” Since cooperation is part of the retrieve by drag score, the drag score will also have to be
reduced.

Question: When walking at heel what or how many
corrections, (such as a tight lead or missed gate) are allowed before the dog is penalized? For example, if a
gate is missed; ¾ of the length of the dog is ahead of
handler; there is a foot stomp or foot shuffling (i.e., the
handler is obviously not moving at a normal pace); or
the handler knees the dog’s side to make a correction.

Question: Should the judging team debrief and complete
the evaluations of apprentices together (i.e. at the same
time) at the end of the day?

Answer: This is a practical test of the handler’s ability
to approach a body of water intending to jump shoot
ducks. The highest score should be given to the dog and
handler that can accomplish the task with minimal or no
commands. Excessive pulling on the lead, foot stomping, an abnormal pace or missed gates may be penalized
depending on the frequency and severity.
Note the comment on the walk at heel from the Judges
Handbook: “The intent of this test is not to be judged as
an elimination test. Is the dog being obedient to the handler? The dog that leads the handler down the path is
not at heel no matter what the slack in the lead may be.”
Notice the wording in the rules book, “EXCESSIVE
pulling of the lead by the dog or handler will lower the
score.” A point deduction for each tightening of the lead
is not what this says. The Judges must decide the degree
of the infraction.
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Answer: No, never. Apprentice debriefs should always
be done with the judging team and one apprentice at a
time.
Question: In past years all three judges helped in releasing the pheasant and watching the track the bird made.
Once this track was satisfactory, the handler was called
and shown the track start and direction.
In recent years, this procedure has been altered by
some judging teams. The altered procedure has the handling judge staying with the handler and giving a crash
course on how to release the dog and get a good start
on the track. When called, this judge and the handler proceed to the start of the track. Upon arrival one of the two
judges who released the pheasant provides details on the
•
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start and direction of the track. This procedure leaves
the handling judge at a disadvantage in not knowing
where the track went, determining when or if the dog
crosses the track, and, when, if necessary, to move a
handler up.
To maintain consistency, it is recommended that all
judging teams’ approach the pheasant track in the manner first described above (i.e., all judges are present at
release of the pheasant). With this procedure in place, it
is recommended that an announcement at the beginning
of the track sequence in the test be made to the effect
that: “If you are not sure how to release your dog on
the track ask the field marshal or a chapter designated
individual for instruction.” Judges should not conduct
a crash course on releasing the pheasant while the bird
is being released.
Answer: The Judging & Testing Committee unanimously agreed all three judges should be present when the
pheasant is released to observe the path of the bird. Conversations with NA handlers regarding how to release a
dog on the track may be held after opening remarks,
at lunch or another convenient time. It should also be
noted that at some point prior to pheasant tracking all
handlers should be asked if they would like their dog to
see “a bird” prior to the track. (Note: Most dogs are not
aided by smelling the bird before the start of the track.
This added visual stimulus often causes unneeded excitement and detracts from the concentration necessary
to complete the track. Each handler should be asked if
he or she wishes the dog to see a bird prior to the track.
Conversely, when instructions on how to release the
dog on the track are given, the option of showing the
dog the bird may be offered. If the handler opts to have
the dog shown the bird, this should be a Field Marshall
responsibility.)
Question: The judge’s handbook states that moving the
dog up one time after the pheasant track starts is ok and
the dog can still receive 4?
Answer: The Judges Handbook does not say this. The
handbook states: “If a dog must be called for a restart
for any reason other than gross handler error or problems not of the dog’s making (e.g., tracks are laid too
close to each other), usually the highest score that can
be earned is a 3. Normally only one restart is allowed.
A restart is defined as placing hands on the dog or moving the handler forward from the release point. If the
handler is moved up a second or third time, adjust the
tracking score accordingly.” Again, judges must evaluate the total performance on the track and render a
score accordingly.
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Question: Scenario: The dog points, then takes out the
bird; the bird flies 25-30 yards, the dog follows and
catches the bird, then retrieves to hand. This issue has
been previously discussed in a Judges workshop. Notes
from the 2019 Judges Workshop state: Score the retrieve
whether it was shot or not. Note on the back of your
scorecard if shot or not. If, at the end of the run, there
are no shot birds, be sure to plant a bird to be shot. You
may have to hold the dog based on its steadiness performance. Retrieve of at least one shot bird is necessary to
fulfill the requirements of the test.

Question: If a UPT, UT, or INV dog establishes a convincing point and prior to the dog being aware of human presence, the bird flushes on its own and the dog
chases the bird, the dog should be penalized in steadiness
to wing. The dog should not be penalized in steady to
flush (since the bird flushed on its own) or pointing if
the point was convincing and intense. (Note: We always
state that pointing judgement ends when the dog is aware
of human presence, but I also think we need to state that
pointing judgement can also end when the bird flushes…
either on its own or if the dog takes the bird out.)

Answer: The verbiage noted above from the 2019 Judges Workshop is correct and answers the question described in the scenario.

Answer: Yes, this is exactly correct.

Question: After establishing a point that initially meets
the ICUP criteria then creeps, cat walks, dances, or circles
wanting to look at the bird prior to being aware of human
presence, is it appropriate to reduce the pointing score?
Answer: Yes, the pointing score should reflect the severity of the infraction.
Question: Similar to the foregoing situation, If the dog
establishes a convincing point and, prior to being aware
of human presence, sees the bird standing in short cover
and walking around, then breaks and flushes the bird
but stops as the bird takes flight and remains in place,
should a shot be fired? If the dog stays steady until the
handler gets to the dog and releases it, how should
pointing be judged?
Answer: The pointing score should be reduced as should
the steady to flush score. Since the dog stopped, it may
be given credit for steady to wing.
Regarding firing a shot in this or similar scenarios, the
Judges Email Blast from June of 2021 states the following: “At the Judges Workshop (January 2021) we also
discussed whether there should be a shot in the air for a
wild flush, bumped bird or stop to flush situation. The
Judging & Testing Committee discussed this at length and
decided that at this time there would be no rule change
and a shot is not required on a wild flush, bumped bird
or stop to flush. The EC has also concurred. We looked at
this from purely a safety factor. Some chapters have very
experienced, well-seasoned gunners, and some do not.
We determined that this may put too much pressure on
a gunner which could result in a safety issue. There are,
however, certain circumstances that the judging team may
request a gunner to shoot a bird in a wild flush, bumped
or stop to flush situation so they can judge retrieve of
shot bird. These instances are rare and at the discretion of
the judging team and should only be administered with a
great deal of caution and safety.”
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SAVING THE LIFESTYLE
TAKE THE HUNTER MENTOR PLEDGE

Take the Hunter Mentor Pledge today and you’ll be
automatically entered to win great prizes. We need your
commitment to preserving our outdoor heritage...

If you don’t, who will?

Question: Several NA handlers have asked to carry a
gun in the field stating that it doesn’t say you can’t.
Answer: No, NA handlers are not required to swing on
the bird and no birds are shot for NA dogs. Therefore,
this could be considered a training aid and NA handlers
are not permitted to carry any type of firearm.

*Product images are for
illustrative purposes only and
may differ from the actual
product being given away.

Question: Commanding a dog to lay down at the Invitational honor by the blind sequence. Aims doesn’t mention it, Invitational FAQs state this is not permissible.

One Mentor and their Mentee will be selected for
a guided hunting experience of a lifetime
provided by South Dakota Tourism.

ENTER TO WIN a chance at a guided hunting
trip and an upland gear giveaway!
Scan QR Code or visit:
pheasantsforever.org/mentorpledge

Answer: At the honor by the blind at the Invitational
dogs are permitted to stand or sit, they are NOT permitted to lay down.

RGS NavhdaOurForestsGrayAd_Navhda 2012 Ad 8/12/2020 5:32 PM Page 1

RUFFEDGROUSE SOCIETY .ORG

Question: Many times in the past month I have seen
an “in heat” female at a test. At each of these tests a
male dog needed to be brought back for “use of bird
at water” or to “re-run a track.” Typically, this occurs
after all other dogs have run. At each test the “in heat”
female was last in the running order. To my knowledge
there is not a rule or protocol written covering this scenario. Should all dogs complete their task prior to the
“in heat” female? This could give the female the benefit
of bird scent on the water. Adversely the “in heat” scent
could distract the male from the task at hand.
Answer: Females in heat should always be run last.
Question: What is the protocol if there is a “Mixed Test”
of NA, UPT or UT and (1) or more females at each level
are “in heat”? Should Test Secretaries not be allowed to
mix “in heat” test levels for a test?

Join the Movement uniting conservationists
to improve wildlife habitat and forest health.
Become a member today!

Answer: Test secretaries rarely if ever know when a dog
in heat will be entered in a test. Additionally, many handlers do not know whether their dog is in heat or may
not know when the heat cycle began or ended. Judges
need to deal with these situations adhering to procedures that, in their judgement, will least affect the dog’s
performance in the test. Generally, the guideline that a
female in heat will be run last should be followed.
September 2022

Versatile Hunting Dog

JOIN TODAY
1-888-564-6747
•

www.navhda.org
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THE FORUM

CLASSIFIEDS

2022
NAVHDA ELECTION CALENDAR

The Executive Council has nominated the following
canidates for the 2022 election: President: Tim Otto;
Vice President: Andy Doak; Secretary: Angie Coenen;
and Treasurer: John Wolfe.
• Sept 15: Secretary must notify membership of the
names of all nominees for the four offices.
• Oct 15: Online voting begins
• Nov 15: Online voting ends and results are sent to
the Inspectors of Election.
• Dec 10: Last day for Inspectors of Election to report
the election results to the Secretary. Results shall be
published in the next VHD.
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LOOKING FOR YOUR NEXT BEST FRIEND?
German Wirehaired Pointer puppies, available starting September
14. Parents prized in NAVHDA and are enthusiastic hunters and
family dogs. Text or call 715-281-1188.

Classifieds must be paid for and submitted through the
NAVHDA Store at www.navhdastore.org in the PrePay VHD Ads section. All classified ads are limited to
35 words and price is $35.00 for all categories. Submission deadline for classifieds is the first of the month
before the month of issue. For example: deadline for
November issue is October 1st.

GOT SOMETHING TO SELL? WHY NOT ADVERTISE WITH US!
We have VHD classifieds and regular ad sizes available through the
NAVHDA store. For more information, go to our website (www.
navhda.org) under Advertise with Us for full details.

TWO NEW CHAPTERS!
ARKANSAS TIMBER (LITTLE ROCK)
Bryan D. Fuller
fullerbryand@hotmail.com
Denton Foster
denton_foster@yahoo.com

Three Pudelpointers in a tub. Nothing better than
a refreshing dip in cool water on a hot day! Left to
right: Castle Mountain Canines' Illegal Smile, Castle
Mountain Canines' Angel From Montgomery, and their
mother, Tall Timbers' Eva Jiricna.
			~Ron Clarke, Sutton, Alaska

501/231-9726
479/387-2016

WESTERN SLOPE (CRAIG, COLORADO)		
Michael A. Lewis
raybrown11@gmail.com
Matthew M. Ekel
matt.ekel1@gmail.com

409/594-0809
609/510-2792

Kennel Name Applications
KENNEL NAME

BREED OWNERS

NEXT CHAPTER
MOUNTAIN RIVER
ALASKA MUNSTERS
FULL SEND
IDLEWILD PRAIRIE
WHISKEY CREEK
TEUFEL HUNDEN
GODS COUNTRY
REVELATION
FOSSIL CREEK
SAGE CREEK
RAINY LAKE
MCDOWELLS FARMS

GS
GR
SM
PP
LM
GW
SM
PP
GS
LM
PP
PP
SP

MATT E. NICHOLS
RUSSELL D. STEWART
JENNIFER A CAVE
S. CARTER HALL
JIM D. SMITH
MASON P. COOPER
CHRIS E. ALBERINI
JORDAN & HOPE HALEY
BRAYDEN ROBERTS
KAREN & SALVADOR RIVERA
WILLIAM H. COMBS
WADE & LINDA BACON
HELENA & HERB MCDOWELL

These applications for registration of kennel names have been received by
the NAVHDA Registry. Any objections must be written and submitted to
Lisa Pehur, Registrar, NAVHDA, PO Box 520, Arlington Hts, IL 60006,
on or before October 1, 2022. To obtain registration forms, write the
Registrar at the above address or go to www.navhda.org.
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And some other important stuff
you really should think about reading...
To all breeders: when submitting a litter registration, please
make sure to sign your application. Owners of both the sire
and dam need to sign the application before you submit the
registration application. We also need NAVHDA DNA on both
sire and dam of the litter.
To all members: please keep your contact and mailing information up to date. Email the international office at navoffice@
navhda.org with any changes.
We are always looking for fun photos, quotes, short training
tips and anything else that you’d like to share in The Forum.
Please send to vhd@navhda.org

Versatile Hunting Dog

•

www.navhda.org

September 2022

September 2022

Versatile Hunting Dog

•

www.navhda.org
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NAVHDA Test Results

Living Up To The efforT, Time and TrUsT!

NEW ENGLAND SEACOAST
Natural Ability
BRUSH DALE’S QUEEN FOR A DAY
TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

FAIRHILL’S POINT GROUSE
GLACIER’S LUCK OF THE DRAW
KEG VON DER MERRYMEETING
MAJAR ON POINT
MERRYMEETINGS MAVERICK
RIPSNORTER’S JENNA ON THE SPOT

SILVERSHOT’S I’M THE ONE
WM 14.10 107
WILLOW RIDGE HEAVEN HELP US
WV 11.57 101
JUDGES: DAVID A TRAHAN, ROBERT F ENGLAND JR

II
II

TODD MACPHEE
ZACHARY H OLSON

BITE: OVERSHOT

“Jager “

GS 14.77 82 None
GS 14.47 100 III
GS 12.43 87 None

JAMES R WOOD
RANDY SCHON
MARK C KING

SHELBY DU BOIS SOLEIL

BS 15.03 76 None

KARLI J MORSE

The Best in Electronic Dog Training Equipment, Sales,
Trades, Repairs, Parts and Great Customer Service!

800-430-2010 www.collarclinic.com

Teach it • Train it • Proof it

Brought to you by The Hunting Dog Podcast

1517 Northern Star Dr. Traverse City MI 49696

SKY HUNTER Z’S GODDESS OF THE NIGHT
GS 15.57 110 I
JUDGES: JASON T CARTER, ROBERT F ENGLAND JR, ANDREW S DOAK

KELLEY J GROVER

NEW ENGLAND SEACOAST

2022-0196

BITE: OVERSHOT

LUCCA FALZONE
MERRYMEETINGS BIG BLACK RIVER
MERRYMEETINGS COLD STREAM ETTA
MERRYMEETINGS COLD STREAM SUMMIT
NANDO DELLA CA’ RIGADA

JOHN P FALZONE
NICK J BARTHOLOMEW
ANDREW G CHRISTIE
WILLIAM MOORE
NATHANIEL LAVERRIERE

PRIME TIME-GARBONITA BODIE
GS 15.80 100 III
SMOOTHBORES CHASING WHISKEY RIVER
VI 13.73 112 I
SOONIPI POINT ALDO VACATIONLAND ON AZALEA LANE GR 9.93 98 III

DAVID ZNAMIEROWSKI
CRAIG A BARDEN
SHANE SAGERS

SMOOTH COAT

WINDY SAGE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
NAVHDAad2015V3.indd 1

7/1/2015 3:53:25 PM

As a special promotion, Wolfe Publishing Company is offering a
FREE issue of The Upland Almanac to NAVHDA members.
Upland Almanac is the only journal devoted to upland bird
hunting and is acclaimed by enthusiasts everywhere.
Special one-year and two-year subscription offers are available.
The
Upland Almanac The
Upland Almanac
Upland Almanac
Summer 2021

®

• StorieS

• The Scout 2021 •

Autumn 2021

in

Winter 2021

Natural Ability
OAK CREEK PINELANDS OF THE FREE
TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

DELAWARE VALLEY
Natural Ability
BRISTOL VOM SCHLUSSSTEIN
EAST LAKE’S BANE
FALL BROOK RUN’S JORGE
FALL BROOK RUN’S JURGEN

Road Notes:
Columbia
Basin Mélange

Road Notes:
A Fine Day in
Quarantine
Destinations:
Upstate New York

Snipe at 10,000 Feet

Landings:
Every Cog and Wheel

Destinations:
Maine –
Grant's Kennebago Camps

Section 799.2:
Section 799.2:
"With Woodcock"
Ben East: "With Pheasants"

Gun Sensitive TEMP: Sensitive

*All four 2021 issues on DVD FREE with a two-year subscription

III

06/04/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GS 4.70 108 I

06/04/2022

STONY B LUCIE

GS 10.27 84 None

DELAWARE VALLEY

06/05/2022

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
BERKCOR & SP’S SEEK THE DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH VI 9.10 83 None
FOWL FINDER ROWLAND QUEST
GS 15.00 73 None
USED BIRD AT WATER

06/10/2022

2022-0201

KLAKE’S RILEY
BS 9.07 110 I
MILLA LEELOO
VI 11.70 96 III
RIVER POINT WILLOW
GS 9.00 98 III
WINDY SAGE LIL WHISKEY
PP 14.60 108 I
JUDGES: TRACY A HARMEYER, BRENT E CATURA, CHRIS TRINA

WILLIAM A KLAKE
PAUL BRUNETTE
MIKE LISINSKI
JAYSON A CRATSENBERG

COAT LACKS FURNISHINGS

06/11/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
VI 13.27 100
Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GW 2.31 122
GW 5.84 199

Prz
III
Prz
None
I

2022-0202

Owner
JOSEPH P DALEY
Owner
JEFFREY G FRANK
CHRISTOPHER J HEDER

HUN HILL FINNIGAN
GR 5.08 195 II
CHRIS TRINA
HURRICANE TRIPLE THREAT
GS 6.08 193 I
BRIAN J WARDIUS
LAKE MONROE CCA’S OLIVE
GS 2.60 195 I
KEITH E BAGLEY
JUDGES: DAVID B CARLSTROM, JONATHAN PARANJOTHY, JOSEPH E STRONG

KETTLE MORAINE

Natural Ability
BKWDS SITKA
DESCHUTES’ ALL MIGHTY ARGYLE
HOMELAND ABLE
HOMELAND AVA
BITE: BUTTBITE

06/12/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GW 13.73 77 None
PP 11.20 112 I
PP 15.13 88 III
PP 15.13 110 I

2022-0203

Owner
MEGAN M REINSBERG
BENJAMIN W HECKEL
MICHAEL J CAROON
ERIN HOWELL

LOLA DE PEDRALVEZ

PB 15.57 85

III

ADRIENE CAPETILLO

WALTER R ARCHER

PHEASANTLY VIEW’S BANDY
ROCK CREEK CATCH THE WIND
ROCK CREEK JACK FROST

LM 15.90 98 III
PP 14.43 92 III
PP 6.63 104 III

TAMMY WITTENBERG
STEVEN OLIG
ETHAN HULL

2022-0197

STANDING STONES ON IRISH TIME
STONYRIDGE QUEST FOR QUAIL

GS 14.97 87 III
GR 9.97 98 None

TEETH: MISSING 106 -EYES: ENTROPIC

TEETH: MISSING 207
BITE: UNDERSHOT

NICK KRUEGER
DAVID FEIFAREK

JUDGES: DAVID B CARLSTROM, JONATHAN PARANJOTHY, JOSEPH E STRONG

OTTAWA VALLEY

Natural Ability
BINCH HARPER SOPBOOAK
CROSSIRON EARLY MORNING MADNESS
DAX VOM KURBIS HAKEN
KITZBUHEL VON DER MERRYMEETING
TEETH: EXTRA 305&405

Owner
CHAD ZSOLDOS
CODY SOOY
HENRI AYMONIER
JOHN K ARMISTEAD

MARJO’S CLOAK OF INVISIBILITY

USED BIRD AT WATER- COAT JUDGED DRY

06/11/2022

2022-0204

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
VI 15.17 110 I
GR 8.40 110 I
GW 12.63 103 II
GS 14.00 110 I

Owner
TIMOTHY BINCH
ADAM T BIERWORTH
LUC RAYMOND
STEPHEN P ZLEPNIG

BS 15.13 86 None

LAWRENCE GIORDANO

RIMROCKS MEDAL OF HONOR
GS 7.00 112 I
MARTHA ANN IMPERATO
RIMROCKS RED WHITE AND BLUE
GS 7.00 112 I
MATTHEW R POMEROY
ROCK CREEK CLEAN SWEEP
PP 14.40 98 None
CHAD DONEY
TIKI-BUNGEE VON DER LINDE
SM 11.50 112 I
YANN BRAHIC
WALSEMAN’S BLACK RIVER DIXIE
BS 9.63 98 None
REBECCA WALSEMAN
JUDGES: BARBARA A KOSKOS, LAWRENCE O RUDDOCK, ANN BAGNELL

LOREN M ROGERS
BLAKE E HORST

KETTLE MORAINE

PAUL BUCKLEY

SUNDANCE TEMPTATION
GS 11.83 103 I
ZOLDMALI AGYAR
WV 13.50 112 I
JUDGES: RICHARD W HOLT, TIMOTHY S CLARK, JERRI A STANLEY

GUY F JORDAN

Owner
RICK R BEHNKE
ROBERT D CRUM
RYAN R DUNKLEBERGER
HANNAH L BOEHMKE

Natural Ability
MIDWEST VIZSLA BIGBOY HARLEY
Utility Test
CLAY POINT’S MAC ARONI
GHOST POINT OF THUNDERHILLS BW

2022-0198

I
II

GS 11.93 98 None

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
DE JAC’S WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
GR 15.93 96 III
DRUMMING WOODS WIN ME OVER HOPPER
BS 13.63 112 I
FOREST HILLS OAKLEY
GS 15.23 98 III
HURRICANE GRACIE BETH BROWNING BOEHMKE GS 4.57 110 I

KETTLE MORAINE

Owner
RUSSELL G TADDEI JR

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GS 13.43 112 I
LM 10.87 99 II
SM 15.60 112 I
SM 15.60 61 None
GS 11.90 112
GS 4.70 103

USED BIRD AT WATER

Natural Ability
EPPS BOW WALLEN
EPPS COSMIC HUNTER
EPPS ONE SO TRUE
EPPS WRENEGADE LITTLE BIRD
GAME POIN’TS JACOB’S BAY
GAME POINT’S BLITZEN BAY
HOMELAND ABLE
HURRICANE KARTOFFELSALAT

TRACEY M JOHNSON
EMERY P MERSICH

2022-0199

Owner
BETHANY STINSON
BRIAN M RHEN

TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

07/08/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GS 7.16 98
GS 7.16 91
GS 7.16 106
GS 7.16 89
GS 7.90 91
GS 7.90 89
PP 16.00 107
GS 5.52 112

Prz
None
II
II
III
III
III
II
I

SHINING STAR HAULIN’ OATS
GS 15.48 112 I
STANDING STONES TROUBLE IN A PINCH
GS 9.81 106 III
JUDGES: JULIE A CARLSTROM, ANGELA L COENEN, SCOTT C SEMRAD

Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
LILA V
GS 2.78 194 II
ALBERTO MALVAREZ
MAGAIRLIN FLYING FORTRESS
IR 4.01 160 None
JERRY IMPREVENTO
ORE BANK’S FIRECRACKIN’ LADY LIBERTY
GR 3.92 195 II
GARY KEPHART
JUDGES: DONALD W EBERSOLE II, JONATHAN PARANJOTHY, JERRI A STANLEY

Go online for more information at
www.uplandalmanac.com
or call toll free: 1-800-899-7810
(Use Promo Code: NAV22)
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MIRABEL FINEST SELECTION OF JAKALOR
OAK CREEK JUNIPER JAMES
TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

Subscribe today and save with this great offer!
The Upland Almanac contains great feature articles and columns on:
• Bird Hunting Destinations
• Dog Handling, Training and Health
• Fine Shotguns and Shooting Tips
• Product Reviews on Gear and Shotguns
• Culinary Secrets

UA

5.53

2022-0200

Owner
SHAWN TOWELL
MARK DREYFUS
LOUIS M ONORI JR
RALPH A DI IORIO
GARY D HOUGHTON
MAX A REY

TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
GARBONITA DEXTER
GS 9.59 181 II
EDWARD A HARRINGTON
MOUNTAINS FURY BROAD STRIPES AND BRIGHT STARS GS 5.07 186 II
RUSSELL G TADDEI JR
SHARP SHOOTERS GANG OF ONE
GS 2.18 197 II
TIMOTHY A OTTO
SHORE SHOT’S KEEPER OF THE STARS
GS 5.17 194 I
GARY D HOUGHTON
JUDGES: DONALD W EBERSOLE II, ROBERT W GELDER, JONATHAN PARANJOTHY

*

®

Destinations:
Dakota Prairie
Lodge

PP

06/05/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GR 15.63 103 II
BS 14.93 110 I
BS 14.93 112 I
BS 14.93 112 I
GS 11.93 112 I
GS 4.73 112 I

JUDGES: GLENN A BASKO, ROBERT W GELDER, TIMOTHY S CLARK

KETTLE MORAINE

JUDGES: JASON T CARTER, ROBERT F ENGLAND JR, ANDREW S DOAK

DELAWARE VALLEY

Miniature •

®

TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

15.30
13.13
13.13
13.13
6.90

TEETH: MISSING 305&405

Owner
CASEY W MOWERS

96 III
102 II
110 I
95 III
105 II

TESTES: NEUTERED

FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

06/26/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GS 13.80 94 None
SP
GS
GS
GS
GW

TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

Owner
SUSAN M CRANE
THOMAS PUNDY

TEETH: MISSING 308- USED BIRD AT WATER-COAT JUDGED DRY

UPLANDINSTITUTE.COM

The

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GS 13.77 110 I
GS 14.50 110 I

HEARTS ON FIRE MYSTICAL II BARET
KORA VON DER MERRYMEETING
QUEEN HAMMER VON WILDVOGELN DEPPE-HAUS

Natural Ability
BIRCH VON DER WESTERN MOUNTAIN

Natural Ability
HEARTFIELD I KNOW THIS MUCH IS TRUE
MARJO’S DIRTY DEEDS
MARJO’S TULLY’S MORNING DEW
MARJO’S YOU’RE A FINE GIRL
MIRABEL’S ON WINGS LIKE EAGLES
OAK CREEK SECOND ON ACORN

2022-0195

GS 14.50 104 III
LINDA L EWEN
GS 14.50 112 I
AMANDA DYER
GS 14.50 110 I KIMBERLY MEDSKER MEHALIC

TEETH: EXTRA 205&MISSING 408

• Ted Lundrigan Remembered •

06/25/2022

FENTON RIVER SWEET DREAMS
FENTON RIVER WOODLAND ACRES ELY
FENTON RIVER ZEUS RUNS UP A MOUNTAIN
TESTES: NEUTERED

Learn at your pace with our threepart program following pups to
finished pointers.

ODYSSEY’S MAYHEM

HANK D VOLIN
PETER PERKINS
ELIOT F PITNEY
SEAN SEARLES
RACHAEL GREELEY
TODD HEWITT

Natural Ability
BINDER VON DER WESTERN MOUNTAIN
FENTON RIVER OVER THE MOON FOR MANDI

9.00
12.93
14.43
15.50
13.07
6.60

DELAWARE VALLEY

Owner
TYLER WEBB

I
I
I
I
I
I

NEW ENGLAND SEACOAST

GS
GR
GS
GS
GS
PP

2022-0194

104
112
112
112
112
112

TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

An online training program
for the upland pointing dog.

06/24/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
SM 5.07 94 None

2022-0205

Owner
DAWN DEBAUCHE
MICHAEL T TAIVALMAA
ADAM M ELLISON
BRIAN STOLL
ALLEN D KNURR
ALLEN D KNURR
MICHAEL J CAROON
ANABELLE M BAGLEY
JENNIFER FRISTED
BRIAN ERVIN

The Upland Almanac
Wolfe Publishing Company • 2180 Gulfstream, Ste. A
Prescott, AZ 86301 • info@uplandalmanac.com

Versatile Hunting Dog

•
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•
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NAVHDA Test Results
KETTLE MORAINE

2022 NAVHDA Testing Calendar
07/09/2022

2022-0206

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
WINDY CITY BIG BUD
SP 12.81 101 II
TUCKER MOORE
Utility Preparatory Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
WOLF POND FRIDA
GR 3.22 136 III
MATTHEW P WOLF
Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
HURRICANE BRANDY ALEXANDER
GS 3.26 197 II
ANGELA L COENEN
HURRICANE PRAIRIE STORM RICOCHET
GS 4.14 204 I
PAUL J COENEN
KJ THUNDERHILL’S WYATT
GW 4.97 179 II
TIMOTHY M URBANCZYK
ROCK CREEK LITTLE JOE
PP 3.10 202 I
MICHAEL A LADWIG
JUDGES: DANIEL S HAAKENSON, SCOTT C SEMRAD, PETER G APLIKOWSKI

KETTLE MORAINE

Natural Ability
BEARDED GUNDOGS KLAUS
DAKOTA SKY EBB
DANKAR’S MOOSE AMONG BOYS
HURRICANE SHINING SUPERNOVA
TEETH: PUPPY TEETH

07/10/2022

2022-0207

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GW 12.90 112 I
PP 7.87 112 I
GS 13.65 107 II
GS 5.58 110 I

POINT N SHOOT DADDY’S GIRL DAKOTA
ROCK CREEK CATCH THE WIND
ROCK CREEK HERCULES
SNOWY OAKS ESTHER

GS
PP
PP
LM

II
I
I
I

MARK G PETERSON
STEVEN OLIG
DANIEL MURPHY
NEIL S GORDON

STELLAR VISTA VERNAL SUN
WATCH THE BIRDIE WINGMAN TED

GR 10.90 107 II
BS 14.35 92 III

BRIANNE MILLER
JOHN CLARIZIO

BITE: OVERSHOT

TEETH: EXTRA 205

11.77
15.39
12.19
15.16

94
105
112
112

Owner
RYAN B SMITH
MICHAEL A LADWIG
NATHAN HETTINGA
CLAYTON COENEN

JUDGES: DANIEL S HAAKENSON, SCOTT C SEMRAD, PETER G APLIKOWSKI

MONTREAL

Natural Ability
CHASSEUR DE PLUMES MOJO

07/02/2022

2022-0208

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GR 13.48 82 None

Owner
PERLE DION-TRUDEL

DE LA SEIGNEURIE ASTRID
DUCHASSEUR BRUME
DUCHASSEUR RACKHAM

GR 8.19 96 III
GR 9.90 110 I
GR 12.23 108 II

STEEVE VALLIERES
JANICK POTVIN
CHRISTIAN MARCOUX

GRIFFON DU NORD FLANELLE

GR

USED BIRD AT WATER- COAT JUDGED DRY

DOG WAS SENSITIVE DURING PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES EXAM TEMP: Sensitive
TEETH: EXTRA 105&205

IRON ROD JENNA
PAGESKA’S TOPAZE
PANNONIA BARKA

7.68 112

I

ALAIN MARCIL

PP 9.97 103 II
GR 6.03 110 I
WV 10.68 112 I
JUDGES: DAVID A TRAHAN, ETIENNE CANUEL, PIERRE MARC SIMARD

MONTREAL

Natural Ability
DUCHASSEUR YOKO

07/03/2022

DUCORBEAU L/K LOUNA
GRIFFE D’AUTOMNE APRIL
GRIFFE D’AUTOMNE DUTCH D’AUTRAY

GS 15.23 108 I
GR 8.58 103 II
GR 8.58 100 III

ICONIC LUCY IN THE SKY

GS 14.81 112

TEETH: EXTRA 205
BITE: OVERSHOT

2022-0209

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GR 14.29 112 I

HANDLER HAD TO SHOW DOG’S TEETH TEMP: Sensitive

MITCH BOCK
PAIGE L PETTIS
KARINE DURAND
Owner
DANIEL GASCON

DAVE GARON
MYRIAM GAGNON
JEAN-NICOLAS LEMIRE

I

GABRIEL LAVOIE

Natural Ability
API OF MEANDER RIVER
TEETH: EXTRA 105

06/25/2022

MOOSE OF BENTBRIDGE
PAGESKA’S DP SAGE
PAGESKA’S DP SNIPER REBA
PAGESKA’S PK TOMATO PEPPERONI

GS 5.93 110 I
GR 15.30 87 III
GR 15.30 107 II
GR 5.80 89 III

PAGESKA’S SIMA
PAGESKA’S TIKTOK
PAGESKA’S TOPAZE

GR 15.30 94 II
GR 5.80 92 III
GR 5.80 91 None

USED BIRD AT WATER- BITE: OVERSHOT

USED BIRD AT WATER

2022-0210

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GS 7.83 107 I

Owner
ADAM J FORBES

EVAN J BLAKE
CHRIS CONNELL
PHILIP MUNN
MATTHEW CREELMAN

Utility Preparatory Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
NARVIK DE LA PLUME D’ARGENT
GR 5.21 130 None
JUDGES: JEFF D SOWERBY, FRANCES S MOORE, JULIE K TOWERS

BIG SKY

Utility Test
BIG SIOUX BOLT
BONE POINT’S NIXON
BITE: BUTT BITE

06/24/2022

CANYON CREEK UPNORTH KIMBER
GW 2.49 183 II
CEDARWOODS MONTANA MONSTER
PP 2.43 172 None
EVERGREENS BANNACK
PP 2.49 181 II
TICKENCOTE TEARS OF PEARLS
GW 4.17 187 I
JUDGES: RUTH A WEISS, GABRIEL D AWBREY, PETER G APLIKOWSKI
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BIG SKY

Natural Ability
BEARTOOTH VISTA QUINNEBAUGH STAR
DOUBLE LL’S GRIZ’S ZEBADIAH
DOWNRIVER OH BE JOYFUL
DREAMWORKS ALIAS JOSIE WHALES
HAPPY VALLEY’S BUTCH
TEETH: EXTRA 105

YANKEE

Natural Ability
ABU VON WASUNGEN
BING VON DER WESTERN MOUNTAIN

06/26/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GR 9.87 108
GW 5.03 112
PP 12.57 81
PP 15.53 102
PP 15.67 101

Owner
JASON L MANN
WILLIAM K HANCOCK
JASON S RICE

2022-0213

Prz
II
I
None
III
II

Owner
ROBERT A GOODWYN
CHRISTOPHER J MEYER
NOAH CHRISTENSON
MARK A WESTERLUND
MARK A WESTERLUND

TESTES: MONORCHID

07/15/2022

2022-0214

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GS 15.29 112 I
GS 14.42 101 II

Owner
KERRY ROBILLARD
TOMAS M CLINCH

BLACKMAN’S LUUKA KNOWS
ES 12.65 88 III
BETTY BLACKMAN
KOLTON VON DER MERRYMEETING
GS 15.13 112 I
NATHAN ROUILLARD
MERRYMEETINGS COLD STREAM ADLER
GS 13.77 106 I
TONY GRAY
MMRK DOZER
GS 13.90 112 I
SHANA BENNETT
SHOWDOWN-GARBONITA HUSTLIN SAM
GS 6.19 105 I
CARLTON D PEABODY
SIENNA POINTE’S ASLAN THE GREAT BRIDGE BUILDER VI 15.97 112 I
MICHELLE SHEAN
SOONIPI POINT’S TOMAH
GR 10.58 112 I
ANN MARIE DILLEY
YOE VOM GANSEHIMMEL
GS 7.10 110 I
HAROLD C BERTRAND
JUDGES: BLAINE T CARTER, CRAIG R MCLAUGHLIN, AARON M LANDRY

NORTH CENTRAL WISCONSIN 07/22/2022

2022-0215

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
NICHOLSON’S SWEET MISS MAGGIE MAE
GR 8.52 110 I
ROCK CREEK LOCO-MOTION
PP 5.48 112 I
Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
EDGEWOOD NORTHS ASTRO
GR 2.12 156 II
EDGEWOOD NORTHS AZALEA
GR 2.12 168 None
RED RIVER SMOOTHBORE’S GET IT IN GEAR
VI 4.30 189 III
SMOOTHBORES DJANGO UN CHAINED
VI 1.22 188 II
JUDGES: TJ MCKENZIE, JULIE A CARLSTROM, BRENT E CATURA
Natural Ability
BEARTOOTH VISTA RUBY SOHO
CHD’S DELTA JUNE
DAKOTA BLUE HOLE GRIFF
HEISS DRAHT SHE’S ON FIRE
LAKEFIELDS ROUX
MASSETT’S RASCALLY RUDDY-ELM OF JT
RED BLEND’S ALPINE RHYTHM
RIVER EDGE NENA
BITE: UNDERSHOT

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Versatile Hunting Dog

Owner
JASON S RICE
CARLA R VIGNOLA
JOEL M CANNON
DUSTIN FARRAR

HUNTING HILLS’ VALIANT RUTHIE
SM 15.77 95 II
MARYJANE MARTIN
MUSTAIN’S W. IRMA VON RONKO
SM 6.67 110 I
CHRISTOPHER MCADAMS
ROBINGUN’S EE EMERALD JUWEL
SM 14.40 101 II
JOHN R STEAB
STANDING STONES DARK KNIGHT
GS 8.80 65 None
DUSTIN MIGLIACCIO
WINDY SAGE MISS MISSOULA
PP 15.13 103 II
TODD R BAIER
JUDGES: RUTH A WEISS, GABRIEL D AWBREY, PETER G APLIKOWSKI

Owner
PAIGE L PETTIS

NICHOLAS D FRANK
JEFF M QUIGLEY
HANNAH J NIKONOW
WILLIAM T BASTIAN

2022-0212

COAT: NO FURNISHINGS -- TEETH: MISSING 307 & 308

SHADYWOOD SMOKEY GOLD

Owner
KELLY D JOBES
KELLY D JOBES

06/25/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GR 5.43 84 III
GW 7.87 110 I
PP 6.77 95 III
PP 13.47 112 I

Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
CHILLI BLUE
GR 4.08 182 II
DOUBLE LL’S KATIE ELPHESANTENTE MAE
GW 2.43 181 II
PIPESTAR’S KNUT KEH-UTE
GR 5.01 191 II
JUDGES: RUTH A WEISS, GABRIEL D AWBREY, PETER G APLIKOWSKI

PAIGE L PETTIS
PAIGE L PETTIS
PAIGE L PETTIS

2022-0211

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GW 2.27 186 I
GW 2.10 144 None

Natural Ability
DE JAC’S ZIGGY SIGGY
GRANDEL VOM EICHSFELD
MOTHERLODE’S LAST CHANCE
WINDY SAGE FUNKY SNOWMAN

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

JUDGES: DAVID A TRAHAN, ETIENNE CANUEL, PIERRE MARC SIMARD

BLUENOSE

BIG SKY

BIRD USED AT WATER -- COAT: JUDGED DRY

TETON INDIANA

07/22/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GR 10.74 110
GS 14.16 90
GR 10.65 100
GW 5.77 106
BS 9.00 112
GS 15.74 104
VI 15.16 112
GS 14.35 105
BS

9.42

Owner
DANA DECAMBALIZA
LUKE PETERSON
Owner
CASEY KOBACK
MICHAEL G DUFFIN
MEGAN HELMUTH
SHERYLE J TEPP

2022-0216

Prz
I
None
III
II
I
III
I
II

Owner
MATT P BUECHLER
CHRISTINA M COBB
KENDAL V WAKE
KATRINA SULLIVAN
MATTHEW W RICHARDSON
ROBERT W MASSETT
JAYME L NELSON-NOLAN
SEAN BRINKMANN

77 None

JODY J WILTFONG

GS 9.42 112 I
JUDGES: JULIE K TOWERS, JAMES P CARPENTER, BRANDON M SMITH

Utility Preparatory Test
WILLAMETTE’S INVERNESS BOOKER
Utility Test
CEDARWOODS YARA
TEETH: EXTRA 205

07/23/2022

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GW 2.12 131
Breed Mo - Yr Pts
PP 2.62 191

Prz
None
Prz
II

YVETTE HOLLETT

2022-0217

Owner
NICOLETTE DE REUCK
Owner
ALI HABIB

INVERNESS KOBAYASHI MARU
GW 5.38 152 None
CAMERON OCHILTREE
REAL DOGS LOCKED UP ON A COVEY
GS 3.41 176 III
JEFFREY L GUYTON
SILVERSHOT’S SALISH FOG
WM 4.13 191 II
JOSH KURCINKA
TYGGR’S WOODLAND STALKER
GS 3.26 185 I
JOEL R HANSON
JUDGES: JULIE K TOWERS, JAMES P CARPENTER, BRANDON M SMITH

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

07/24/2022

2022-0218

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
ALPINE’S NORTHERN RANGE
VI 13.61 75 None
DR JESSICA K MACKEY MD
ALPINE’S SET THE WORLD ON FIRE
VI 13.90 108 II
KAYLA PENTECOST
ALPINE’S SHE’S NO PRINCESS
VI 13.90 97 II
LAUREL M PRIDDY
ALPINE’S WORTH THE WAIT
VI 13.90 112 I
LINDLEY BALLEN
CALVERTS CAPTAIN MALLARD
GS 12.10 100 III
PRESTON DAVID
GARCIA’S JACKSON
GS 9.55 106 I
BRANDI GARCIA
HIGH LIFE’S LOKI
PP 11.52 100 III
KEITH SCHROEDER
HUBERTUS KYRA
GL 14.58 110 I
JAN M ROSE
MIDWAY PEAK’S ANTHONY
PP 14.71 112 I
GREGG KURZ
WASATCH MTN DAZZLING AURORA BOREALIS
VI 7.90 92 III
MADISON LAROCHELLE
JUDGES: JULIE K TOWERS JAMES P CARPENTER BRANDON M SMITH
•
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September 2022

Date

Sep 2-3
Sep 2-4
Sep 3-5
Sep 3-4
Sep 3-5
Sep 8-11
Sep 9-11
Sep 9-11
Sep 9-11
Sep 9-11
Sep 10-11
Sep 10-11
Sep 15-18
Sep 17-18
Sep 23
Sep 23
Sep 23-25
Sep 24-25
Sep 24-25
Sep 24-25
Sep 24-25
Sep 24-25
Sep 24-25
Sep 24-25
Sep 30-Oct 2
Sep 30-Oct 2
Oct 1-2
Oct 1-2
Oct 1
Oct 1-2
Oct 1-2
Oct 1-2
Oct 1-2
Oct 1-2
Oct 2
Oct 7-9
Oct 8-9
Oct 8-9
Oct 14-16
Oct 14-16
Oct 14-15
Oct 15-16
Oct 15-16
Nov 5-6
Nov 11-13
Nov 12-13
Nov 12-13
Dec 2
Dec 2-4
Dec 3-4

Chapter/Location		
Toronto Ontario
Sebasticook
New Brunswick
Delaware Valley
Ontario Grand River
Merrimack Valley
Yankee
Budds Creek Navhda
Central New York Navhda
Illowa
Minnesota
Hickory Run
Zia
Rock Tavern
Potomac
Missouri Uplands
Southern New England
Bluenose
Missouri Uplands
Potomac
Shenango
Foothills
Appalachian Valley
Northern Illinois
Northern California
Midwest Tri State
Mid South
Hoosier Hills
Volunteer Chapter
Mid-Ohio
Illinois
Ok-Navhda
Chesapeake
Coastal Plains
Volunteer Chapter
Heartland
San Diego
Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
Inland Empire
Kansas Navhda Chapter
Carolinas
Spoon River
Lone Star
Grand Canyon Of Arizona
Florida Palmetto
Rappahannock
Tarheel
Lone Star
Tarheel

ON
ME
NB
NJ
ON
NH
ME
MD
NY
IA
MN
PA
NM
NY
MD
MO
CT
NS
MO
MD
PA
NC
OH
WI
CA
SD
GA
IN
TN
OH
IL
OK
VA
NC
TN
NE
CA
GA
GA
CA
KS
NC
IL
TX
AZ
FL
VA
NC
TX
NC

Test Type

Contact

Phone

Test Type

Contact

Phone

NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
IT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT

Bryan Van Vugt
Marie Wade
Tristan Rutter
Dawn Quinn
Janice Wolff
Joanna Korte
Nicholas Racioppi
Loren Rogers
Daniel Kremers
Raymond Carter
Megan Hennen
Barbara Brookman
Michael Neiduski
Robert Otten
Jill Degraff
Lee Abbott
Jennifer Kilburn
Kimberly Marryatt
Lee Abbott
Jill Degraff
Bryan Labuda
Charles Upchurch
Caleb Jones
Alyssa Wiltjer
Erin Gregoire
Tate Martinsen
April Trussell
Kimberly Caudill
James Dvorak
Michael Harvey
Sean Porter
Clairissa Maples
Daphne Gray
Ryan Brady
James Dvorak
Heather Dick
Robert Kendall
Karen Kucker
Karen Kucker
David Giorgi
Paul Schoenecker
Kimberly Lewis
Peg Roginski
Joshua Wiggins
Richina Davis
Amanda Gruhn
Alyssa Pease
Terry Ann Fernando
Joshua Wiggins
Terry Ann Fernando

E-mail

(416) 456-0580
bryanvanvugt@gmail.com
(207) 491-5797
uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
(506) 449-1545
tristanrutter@gmail.com
(732) 208-6500
gsphudson1@gmail.com
(519) 759-1674
vizslat@rogers.com
(603) 664-5394
joannakorte@gmail.com
(207) 751-3133
feathersfins@comcast.net
(732) 995-2245
loren45@aol.com
(315) 420-3764 lunaticfringepudelpointers@gmail.com
(563) 559-0426
rcarter1@mchsi.com
(218) 232-8808
megan.owens2@gmail.com
(610) 294-9022
brookmanbj8@gmail.com
(414) 336-5845
invitationaltestsecretary@gmail.com
(201) 755-4008
robert.j.otten@gmail.com
(202) 213-1974
jillkdegraff@gmail.com
(716) 353-3781
leepabbott@gmail.com
(860) 336-8906
jennifer.e.kilburn@gmail.com
(902) 809-3379
bluenosechapter@gmail.com
(716) 353-3781
leepabbott@gmail.com
(202) 213-1974
jillkdegraff@gmail.com
(412) 480-1932
gyno497@yahoo.com
(402) 830-5338
foothillsnavhdatest@gmail.com
(304) 488-9802
cmjones2115@gmail.com
(847) 849-9373
alyssa.wiltjer@gmail.com
(707) 338-3828
erindowdy@gmail.com
(605) 261-8141
tatemartinsen@yahoo.com
(229) 322-7704
wtrussell71@gmail.com
(317) 739-7190
kimtravelconnection@yahoo.com
(615) 941-8888
jadvorak@msn.com
(636) 222-1687
m_harvey79@hotmail.com
(815) 993-4742
fishing_pirate@yahoo.com
(580) 775-3883
clairissa.craige@okstate.edu
(301) 502-3657
windstormgsp@aol.com
(910) 378-9775
ryan@ryanbrady.org
(615) 941-8888
jadvorak@msn.com
(402) 694-9683
owe_bb@hotmail.com
(619) 609-3450
robert.kendall99@yahoo.com
(605) 545-5475
chattahoocheetesting@gmail.com
(605) 545-5475
chattahoocheetesting@gmail.com
(858) 864-8360
david.m.giorgi@gmail.com
(913) 291-6289
paulmschoenecker@gmail.com
(850) 900-6818
klewis700@ymail.com
(309) 525-0995
rojohse@comcast.net
(936) 689-1925
testsec.lsnavhda@gmail.com
(503) 568-2011
richina.davis@hotmail.com
(904) 294-6680
amandabgruhn@gmail.com
(703) 765-5715
spinonecos@yahoo.com
(443) 745-6369
terryannhayes@gmail.com
(936) 689-1925
testsec.lsnavhda@gmail.com
(443) 745-6369
terryannhayes@gmail.com

2023 NAVHDA Testing Calendar
Date

Mar 17-19
Apr 28-30
Apr 29-30
May 20-21
Jun 10-11
Jun 24-25
Aug 25-27
Aug 26-27
Aug 26-27
Sep 29-Oct 1

Chapter/Location		

Chattahoochee
Missouri Uplands
Budds Creek Navhda
Finger Lakes
Keystone
Red River Valley
Finger Lakes
Keystone
Red River Valley
Missouri Uplands

GA
MO
MD
NY
PA
ND
NY
PA
ND
MO

NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT

Karen Kucker
Lee Abbott
Loren Rogers
Judith Overslaugh
Cristin Murray
Steven Buck
Judith Overslaugh
Cristin Murray
Steven Buck
Lee Abbott

(605) 545-5475
(716) 353-3781
(732) 995-2245
(585) 303-0831
(410) 274-6077
(701) 729-6483
(585) 303-0831
(410) 274-6077
(701) 729-6483
(716) 353-3781

E-mail

chattahoocheetesting@gmail.com
leepabbott@gmail.com
loren45@aol.com
joverslaugh@rochester.rr.com
cristinmurray@hotmail.com
bucksmbuck@gmail.com
joverslaugh@rochester.rr.com
cristinmurray@hotmail.com
bucksmbuck@gmail.com
leepabbott@gmail.com

The most recent version of this calendar is available on the NAVHDA website at www.navhda.org.
September 2022

Versatile Hunting Dog

•

www.navhda.org
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Seek, Point, & Retrieve
call

844-251-2652 for your no-obligation issue!

As a member of NAVHDA, you want
your versatile dog to do it all. For nearly
30 years, The Pointing Dog Journal
has been helping hunting dog
owners do just that.

NAVHDA members are eligible for a special
$5 savings off our regular subscription price – so
you can get yours for only $21.95* for six issues!

Written by experts for experts
and those who want to be.

• 6 great issues a year

Visit our website at www.pointingdogjournal.com
to order a current, no-obligation examination issue of
The Pointing Dog Journal — the Sporting Dog Authority.
Visit www.pointingdogjournal.com

• Join our social media community on Facebook
for more discussion, photos, links to online
content, and more

• Sign up for e-mail newsletter, articles, and offers

* Not including sales tax, applicable based on recipient address.

